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ABSTRACT 

Todays demands on silicon nitride based materials for structural applications 

focus on microstructures rendering high strengths and reliability at reasonable 

costs. This work was mainly aimed at production of sialons for these types of 

applications by nitridation with subsequent sintering. For this purpose both the 

influence of different factors on sialon formation and the effect of additives in 

nitriding was studied, as well as different sintering methods. 

Y-a-sialons with x=0.1 to 0.9 in the formula Y x(Sii2-4.5x/Al4.5X)(Oi.5X/Ni6-i.5x) 

prepared from silicon nitride powders were sintered in different ways. The 

crystalline phase composition varied from oc/ß sialon at x=0.2 to a sialon at x=0.4 

and a sialon + polytypes at x=0.8. The highest a-sialon content and density was 

obtained for x=0.4 with an excess of yttria after sintering l h at 1750 °C and post 

HIPing l h at 1750 °C and 200 MPa. No glass encapsualtion was needed as closed 

porosity was obtained in the sintering step. Less residual glass was also present 

after this processing than when just HIPing. Sintering without pressure, however 

was not enough to densify the material. Sintering experiments by HT-XRD and in 

a conventional furnace of an x=0.4 a-sialon composition without excess yttria, 

showed that the amount of a-sialon formed was relatively insensitive to small 

changes in composition. Assuming that the formation mechanisms during the 

early stages of sintering (first 90-120 min) did not change with time and 

temperature, therefore made it possible to determine the kinetics of a-sialon 

formation. The activation energy was estimated as 330 kJ/mol. 

The effect of additives on nitridation was studied by adding silica or additives for 

sialon formation (A1N, A ^ O ß , Y2O3, CaO) to silicon. Formation of silicon 

oxynitride in the case of silica additions and sialon in the case of sialon additions 

was then observed after nitriding. The amounts of sialon formed depended on 

the liquid phase properties of the different compositions and the nitriding 

conditions. Fast nitridation resulted in more sialon formation. By nitriding with 

different schedules it was shown that this formation could be controlled and also 

that the nitridation could be speeded up when additives were present. Large 

amounts of additives made the pore size distribution insensitive to nitriding gas 

composition. The presence of hydrogen in the gas, however, did increase the 

amount of reaction at low temperatures and thereby influenced the phase 

composition. 
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Densification of the materials nitrided with silica present was not possible by 

pressureless sintering and standard glass encapsulated HIPing. Most of the 

nitrided sialon compositions, on the other hand, sintered well by most sintering 

methods used at temperatures of 1850 °C, and resulted in homogeneous 

microstructures. Sinter HIPing rendered unusually elongated grains in the a-

sialon (x=0.4), while the ß-sialon (z=2) had high grain aspect ratios for all 

sintering methods. HIPing at 1750 °C gave the highest densities in most cases but 

resulted in inhomogeneities in the a-sialon. These looked very similar to 

inhomogeneities obtained when A1N additive powder with larger grain sizes was 

used. 

This work shows that nitridation wi th subsequent sintering of sialon 

compositions is a very promising way of manufacturing high performance 

structural ceramics based on silicon nitride. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

In society there is a demand for high temperature materials in applications such 

as engine components. The aims are fuel saving, less exhaust gases and better 

performance in general. Environmentally, these changes are important, since 

transportation has become one of the most significant sources of pollution. One 

group of materials that has emerged and been further developed for these types 

of applications is a group based on silicon nitride. This thesis has its emphasis on 

different sialon compositions wi th particular attention on methods of 

preparation and how these can affect microstructure and properties. 

1 SILICON NITRIDE BASED MATERIALS 

Silicon nitride based materials include not only various silicon nitrides but also 

derivatives such as various sialon materials. In the following review methods 

for preparing silicon nitride are first presented with particular emphasis on 

methods involving nitridation. An adaptation of such methods for sialon 

materials is then considered. 

1.1 Structure of silicon nitride 

Silicon nitride has a hexagonal structure and exists in two crystallographic forms, 

a and ß (1,2). a transforms to ß during sintering in the presence of a liquid. 

Because of this, a has often been called the low temperature form and ß the high 

temperature form, ß has not been seen to transform to a, however, and therefore 

a more satisfactory explanation is still sought for the formation of the different 

phases. The difference between the phases is the stacking order of otherwise 

similar atomic layers (Fig 1) which creates a structure with closed cavities in the 

case of a (stacking ABCD) and open channels in the case of ß (stacking ABAB) 

(see Fig 2). 
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Figure 1. Layers containing Si and N atoms used in describing the different 
stacking sequences in silicon nitride structures (3). 



1.2 Synthesis by nitridation 

1.2.1 Silicon nitride formation 

There are many methods of synthesizing silicon nitride but one of the most 

common is nitridation of silicon. By this process both powders and solid bodies 

can be produced. The process of nitridation of silicon powder bodies is often 

called reaction bonding because the silicon reacts to silicon nitride at the same 

time as the grains bond together to form a strong body. Silicon is one of the few 

metals which can be bonded in this way (5). Much research has been devoted to 

the nitridation of silicon and several review papers have been written on the 

subject (6,7,8). 

Nitriding of silicon can occur with the silicon in the gaseous, solid or liquid state 

according to the exothermic reactions: 

3Si(g) + 2N2(g) —> Si 3N 4(s) AfG°i643= -828 kJ/mol [1] 

3Si(s) + 2N2(g) —> Si 3N 4(s) AfG°i643 = -202 kJ/mol [2] 

3Si(l) + 2N2(g) - > Si 3N 4(s) AfG°i643 = -227 kJ/mol [3] 

Of these, the reactions of solid and gaseous silicon are of greater interest than the 

reaction of liquid silicon, since the latter usually results in low strength 

microstructures and residual unreacted silicon (9,10). For solid silicon to react 

with nitrogen the nitrogen gas has to dissociate into atomic nitrogen. This type of 

reaction is thought to favour the formation of ß silicon nitride (7). Silicon in the 

gaseous state can react with molecular nitrogen and is assumed to mainly form a 

silicon nitride (7). a silicon nitride is believed to form preferentially at low 

temperatures. At the melting temperature of silicon mainly ß is formed (10). The 

schematic drawing in Fig 3 shows the possible reaction mechanisms. 
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Figure 3. Schematic drawing showing that either nitrogen can be transported 
to the silicon surface and react there or the silicon can evaporate and 
react with nitrogen (7). Both processes can be ongoing at the same 
time in different locations. 

As indicated silicon can evaporate from pores, react with nitrogen and condense 

at a silicon or silicon nitride surface. At the same time nitrogen can react directly 

with a silicon surface. As the nitridation reaction progresses, silicon has to 

evaporate to leave room in the structure for the silicon nitride product. It is 

generally considered not possible to fully react a compact unless some silicon 

evaporates. Figure 4 shows a TEM picture of a partially nitrided silicon grain 

where the formation of new porosity and whisker-like reaction products can be 

observed. 

Figure 4. TEM image of a partially nitrided silicon grain. — — 3 (im 
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Silicon evaporation at the nitriding temperatures normally used, is fast enough 

to sustain the reaction (7). By changing variables such as particle size, purity, 

additives, nitriding temperature and nitriding gas, investigators have over the 

years been able to develop a reasonably good qualitative understanding of the 

nitridation process. However, details of the mechanisms in terms of which 

reactions occur at specific temperatures are not fully understood. 

1.2.2 Effect of temperature and grain size 

Most experimental studies of nitridation have to date been made isothermally, 

trying to understand the kinetics and thereby the mechanisms of the reaction 

(11,12,13). Temperatures of approximately 1350 °C have been shown to result in 

fu l l conversion to silicon nitride. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the kinetics 

on nitridation temperature for silicon particle sizes of 75-100um (14). It can be 

seen that the reaction ceases after some time at the lower temperatures, an 

observation that has been reported in a number of studies (6,7,11). By using 

silicon with finer particle sizes (see Fig 6) more conversion can be achieved in 

shorter times, which can be attributed to the larger surface areas (15). 
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Figure 6. Effect of silicon grain size on silicon conversion to nitride at 1370 °C 

(15). 

Very fine laser synthesized powders without oxides on their surfaces illustrate 

this effect; for these powders the reaction occurs within minutes instead of hours 

(Fig. 7). The general shape of the curves is explained by low reaction rates during 

nucleation, then fast reaction when the crystals grow and finally a slower reaction 

again due to closing off of channels and exposed silicon surfaces (16). Closing off 

of channels as the nitride forms on silicon surfaces would lead to slow reaction as 

the diffusion of both nitrogen and silicon through dense silicon nitride is very 

slow. It is interesting to note that the highest silicon nitride yield is achieved at 

1250 °C. 
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The importance of a large surface area for giving fast reaction rates has also been 

shown by pre-sintering experiments. In commercial processes, the need to 

machine bodies before nitridation has led to the use of pre-sintering of the 

silicon. Pigeon et al (17), however, have shown that pre-sintering decreases the 

conversion rate by decreasing the surface area of the silicon (see Fig 8). 

Time (h) 

Figure 8. Effect of pre-sintering times at 1350 °C on the conversion of silicon 

during nitridation at 1350 °C (17). 

1.2.3 Effect of impurities, hydrogen and pre-treatments 

Oxide layers present on commercial silicon powders delay the nitridation process 

while the oxide is removed during the initial part of the nitriding (18,19). 

Haggerty et al (20) have shown that nitridation starts very quickly if the powder is 

free from surface oxides, while there is an induction period when surfaces have 

been oxidized (see Fig 9). The nitridation can, however, be enhanced by 

impurities (21). It has been suggested that impurities disrupt the oxide layer on 

silicon particles by formation of low melting point phases (6,22). Figure 10 shows 

how the nitridation rate can be increased by small amounts of iron in the 

powder. Other impurities like Al and Ca can have a similar effect. 
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100 

TIME (min) 

Figure 9. Comparison of the nitridation of laser synthesized silicon a) as 
synthesized b) dispersed in methanol and c) oxidized at 1250 °C 
(20). 

Time (hi 

Figure 10. Effect on nitriding of iron impurities (14). 

The removal of the oxide layer has also been reported to be enhanced by 

additions of hydrogen to the nitriding gas and by different pre-treatments (see Fig 

11) (14). Heating silicon compacts in argon before exposing them to nitrogen has 

been shown to increase the speed of the nitriding reaction by allowing the oxide 

layer to evaporate (18). Hydrogen can also remove oxides from the surfaces by 

reacting with the oxygen (23). 
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The nitriding experiments above were made under isothermal conditions. If a 

heating schedule wi th continuously increasing temperature is used, the 

nitridation reaction can be seen to occur in two temperature regions (24,25,26). 

The first region is at =1200°C and the other around the melting point of silicon, 

approximately 1400°C. Figure 12 shows how the two nitridation maxima occuring 

in such a nitriding run can be changed by the addition of 4% hydrogen to the 

nitriding gas (25). Flowing nitrogen was used in these experiments and the 

nitrogen consumption can be seen by the large decrease in outlet nitrogen flow. 

In pure nitrogen the second reaction peak, at =1400°C, is larger. When 4% 

hydrogen is added the first reaction, at =1200°C, becomes larger. 

0 1000 2000 3000 0 1000 2000 3000 

TIME (minutes) TIME (minutes) 

Figure 12. Influence of 4% of hydrogen in the nitriding gas on the reaction 
maxima in nitriding (25). 
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According to Barsoum (25), a combination of several reactions involving 

hydrogen can result in the increase of nitridation at low temperatures. If water 

forms by reaction 4 and then reacts with free silicon surfaces according to 

reaction 5, hydrogen is released again. The SiO gas formed in reaction 5 can then 

react with nitrogen according to reaction 6 to form silicon nitride. This reaction 

sequence can then be repeated and enhance the reaction at low temperatures. 

1.502 + 3H 2 = 3H 2 0 [4] 

3 H 2 0 + 3Si = 3SiO + 3H 2 [5] 

3SiO + 2N 2 = S13N4 + 1.502 [6] 

1.2.4 Effect of different auxiliary gases 

When silicon reacts with nitrogen heat is released, which can increase the 

temperature locally in the compact. Heat generated in different sized compacts 

has been investigated by thermocouple measurements and estimated by some 

authors to be very limited at furnace temperatures below 1300 °C in small 

compacts (see Table 1) (27,13). 

Table 1. Maximum temperature excess ( A T m a x ) occurring at different 
ambient temperatures Tf for different compact sizes (13). 

5 cm 7 cm 0.5 cm 

(°Q 
A7"max A7"max A7"max A7Vnax i7"max A^max 
at centre at surface at centre at surface at centre at surface 

r 0 r 0 r o r 0 r o ro 
1370 62.9 39.5 66.0 41.2 4.9 4.4 
1350 50.3 29.1 55.4 30.6 3.0 2.75 
1330 36.9 20.0 45.7 22.8 1.9 1.7 
1310 23.3 12.5 34.0 16.0 1.26 1.16 
1290 14.0 7.5 22.3 10.4 0.74 0.68 
1250 4.7 2.6 7.8 3.7 0.26 0.25 

It has, however, been shown that fast nitridation can result in melting of the 

silicon at furnace temperatures far below the melting point of silicon also in 

small compacts (28). To avoid such melting and achieve good microstructures 

throughout the samples the exothermic heat has to be controlled closely. One 

way of doing this has been to use additional gases in the nitriding gas to moderate 

the reaction and redistribute the heat. 
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The most commonly used gases have been argon and helium (inert) and 

hydrogen (reactive as mentioned above). The influence of these gases on 

diffusivity, viscosity, thermal conductivity and thermal segregation has been 

calculated (29,30) and is shown in Fig 13. From this it can be seen that the thermal 

conductivity and diffusivity is increased by adding He or H 2 gas, while the 

viscosity of the gas is decreased only by hydrogen. The effect of these gases is to 

decrease thermal segregation. Argon on the other hand does not have a strong 

influence on these parameters. Due to nitrogen gas consumption in the nitriding 

reaction the levels of the gas additions can locally increase and give a larger effect 

than expected for the small amounts added in the total gas mixture. 

Figure 13. Calculated influence of gas mixes on a) diffusivity (29) b) viscosity at 
1500 K (29), c) thermal conductivity at 1653 K (30) and d) thermal 
segregation at a mean temperature of 620 K (30). 
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Other effects of these gases are mentioned by Jennings et al (31). Argon atoms 

being heavier than silicon, can make silicon vapour diffuse up the temperature 

gradient, keeping it close to the solid silicon surface and thereby hindering 

further silicon evaporation. Helium and hydrogen, both lighter than silicon, 

would by the same argument encourage silicon evaporation. Argon and helium 

also encourage the formation of atomic nitrogen thought to promote ß silicon 

nitride formation, while hydrogen discourages the same. 

1.2.5 Influence of additives 

For densification purposes addditives are often mixed in with the silicon powder 

before nitriding. These additives strongly influence the nitriding behaviour but 

little is known about the mechanisms. Antona et al (32) tested the influence of a 

series of different oxide additives including among others: Y2O3, MgO, Zr02, 

A l 2 0 3 and Si0 2 . Most of these oxides seemed to increase the rate of nitride 

formation, except silica and alumina (see Fig 14). 

Figure 14. Influence of additives made to silicon powder on the nitridation 
conversion (32). 

MgO, Zr0 2 / and Y2O3 reacted with the silica layer on the silicon particles to form 

silicates by which process silicon surfaces were freed for reaction with nitrogen 

(32). Silica and alumina, on the other hand, did not seem to enhance the reaction. 

Silica formed silicon oxynitride during nitriding (also reported by others (33)), 

and alumina possibly formed ß sialon. MgO additions gave large amounts of a 

silicon nitride a /ß=32 while yttria gave a more modest ratio a / ß = 3 , which is 

lower than for pure silicon under the same circumstances. 

70 

10 20 
T I M E . HOURS 
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Of the above additives, yttria and alumina have been the most commonly used 

when densifying reaction bonded silicon nitride (RBSN) (34,35,36). Nitridation 

with yttria in combination with alumina yielded silicon nitride with a ratio of 

a / ß = 0 . 8 of which some ß was possibly ß sialon (35), while a composition 

corresponding to O'-ß'sialon with about the same amount of sintering aids gave 

an a / ß ratio of =0.25 whereof some ß may have been ß sialon (36). In these 

investigations the formation of yttria silicates was confirmed. Formation of ß 

sialon in nitridation has also been shown by Zhuang et al (37), who incorporated 

YAG and AIN powders into silicon before nitriding. Pigeon et al (17) have also 

shown that oxides from the lining of nitriding chambers can influence the 

nitridation kinetics (see Fig 15). 
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Figure 15. Influence of furnace lining on the nitridation of silicon at 1350 °C 

(17). 

The additives discussed above were mostly oxides, introduced for subsequent 

post sintering. Another additive which has been used in nitriding is silicon 

nitride powder. Silicon nitride serves as a chemically inert filler which modifies 

the pore structure and moderates the effect of the exothermic heat formed during 

reaction (36,38). Figure 16 shows the increased degree of transformation due to 

silicon nitride additions. 
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Figure 16. Effect of silicon nitride additions on silicon nitride formation at 1375 

°C (15). 

1.2.6 Methods to control nitridation 

Brown et al (36) have monitored the nitridation of an O'-ß ' sialon composition 

with added silicon nitride by thermal dilatometric analysis (TDA) and thermo 

gravimetric analysis (TGA), and shown that a pre-nitridation step at 1200 °C can 

decrease the concentation of heat developed during the nitriding cycle (see Fig 

17a and b). Another suggested way of controlling the nitriding process has been to 

use a continuously increasing temperature cycle, which is temporarily 

interrupted when the reaction proceeds too fast (39,40). This would also decrease 

the risk of overheating at the same time as the cycle could be speeded up without 

using silicon nitride additives. 

Figure 17 also shows that three nitridation reaction maxima were detected by 

Brown et al. The first one at =1050°C was attributed to the nitridation of a fraction 

of very fine silicon or the reaction of some surface silica to form S12N2O. Figure 

17c also shows that the silicon sinters at =1060°C and that a liquid phase forms at 

=1300°C. 
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Figure 17. TGA and TDA curves for sialon nitridation a) TGA of run with pre-
nitridation step b) TGA without pre-nitridation c) TDA of run 
without pre-nitridation (36). 
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1.2.7 Properties of nitrided materials 

Nitrided materials are porous after the nitridation process and have to be 

densified further if good mechanical properties are desired. Table 2 compares the 

properties of pure RBSN and dense silicon nitride (41). 

Table 2. General properties of silicon nitride ceramics. After (41). 

PROPERTY R B S N DENSE Si3N4 

Coefficient of thermal 2.9-3.6 
expansion at 20-1500°C 
(10- 6 / °C) 

Density (g/cm3) 70-88 %th.d.* 90-100% th.d. 

Thermal conductivity at 4-30 15-50 
room temp (W/mK) 

Thermal diffusivity at 0.02-0.22 0.08-0.29 
room temp (cm 2/s) 

Specific heat Q/kg°C) 700 

Electrical resistivity at =10*3 
room temp ( Qcm) 

Microhardness, H y 1600-2200 
(kg/mm 2 ) 

Young's modulus at 120-220 300-330 
room temp (GPa) 

Flexural strength at 150-350 400-950 
room temp (MPa) 

Fracture toughness 1.5-2.8 1.4-8.2 
(MPa* m 1 / 2 ) 

Thermal stress resistance R=220-580 R=300-780 
parameters R'=0.5-10 R'=7-32 
R=af(l-D)/ocE (°C) and 
R'=R»X (10 3 W / m ) 

* Theoretical density depends on the amount and composition of sintering aids 
(th.d. of pure Si3N4 =3.2 g/cm3). 
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1.3 Densification 

1.3.1 Mechanisms 

Silicon nitride is a covalently bonded ceramic material with very low self 

diffusion rate and no melting point (5,42). This leads to problems in 

manufacturing and the material has to be produced by sintering of powders or 

nitrided bodies. Low self diffusivity means that silicon and nitrogen diffuse very 

slowly through the silicon nitride structure, making densification by solid state 

sintering impossible. Increased diffusion can be obtained by introducing faster 

diffusion paths through additions of metal oxides like MgO, CaO, AI2O3 or Y2O3, 
which form a liquid with the silica that is nearly always present on the surface of 

silicon nitride. Silicon nitride then dissolve into this liquid, diffuse and then 

reprecipitate, giving densification. Since the liquid can only dissolve a limited 

amount of the silicon nitride at a given time, most of the material wi l l still be 

present in the solid state. The process of liquid phase sintering is illustrated in Fig 

18. 

Starting powders Transformation Microstructure of 
a - 0 - S i 3 N 4 dense Si jN 4 

Figure 18. Schematic illustration of the liquid sintering process. After (43). 

The rate of diffusion through the liquid phase depends on its composition and 

temperature. The temperature also influences the solubility of silicon nitride in 

the liquid, the viscosity of the liquid and the degree of wetting by the liquid. 

Reduced viscosity and low wetting angles promote the spreading of the liquid 

between the solid grains thereby promoting dissolution and grain rearrangement. 
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There is some discussion as to whether silicon nitride nucleates homogeneously 

from the liquid or whether it forms heterogeneously on partially dissolved 

silicon nitride grains (44,45,46). Heterogeneous nucleation seems to have the 

strongest support. Recently a study by Hwang et al (46,47) has shown very clearly 

how a and ß sialon grains form heterogeneously on pre-existing grains, often 

many sialon grains on the same nucleus. The nucleation and growth of grains in 

silicon nitride materials is of importance for the mechanical properties in the 

final material since elongated grains tend to give better fracture properties. 

1.3.2 Morphology 

Usually a silicon nitride is the preferred form for manufactured powders. It has 

been discussed if the crystallographic form is significant for the sinterability of 

powders. Some investigators have argued that it is, showing comparisons of 

powders with different a / ß ratios, but also different properties in general (48). 

The opposite has been argued by other authors (49,50,51), where it has been 

shown that the a to ß transformation does not directly influence the 

densification and can be seen as a separate process (52,53). It has also been 

proposed that the use of a as the starting material gives more elongated ß grains 

in the final product, which has been shown to increase the fracture strength of 

the silicon nitride (54,55). The presence of ß silicon nitride in the a silicon nitride 

powder, however, could lead to nucleation of ß phase on pre-existing ß grains (as 

mentioned before) and either result in a generally coarser microstructure (44) or 

in a self-reinforced silicon nitride material (56). The term self-reinforced silicon 

nitride has been adopted recently (57,58). It has been shown that by modifying the 

glass composition, microstructures with high grain aspect ratios and high fracture 

strengths could be obtained (see Table 3). The two main factors deciding the 

morphology of ß silicon nitride after sintering are, according to Pyzik et al. (58), 

the mass transport through the glass phase and the ability of the glass to dissolve 

the a silicon nitride. No clear understanding of the reason for growth in 

preferential directions exists as yet, but it seems to be related to the 

supersaturation of the glassy phase during sintering. Nucleation and grain 

growth increase with increasing supersaturation until the viscosity becomes too 

high and the grain growth decreases again (59). Elongated grains alone, however, 

are not sufficient to give high fracture strengths. Cracks also have to advance 

preferentially through the glassy phase. 
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Table 3. Grain morphologies and mechanical properties for different glass 
systems (59). 

Grain-stzc distnbution 

(%) 
Composition 

Number Fracture Flexure 
of grains toughness strength 

D > 2 u.m ] u.m < D< 2 u.m D < 1 u.m per 100 n m 1 (MPa-m" 1 ) (MPa) 

Schematic 
illustration 

of 
microstructure 

Si ,N 4 + 15 wt%MgO 6.8 

Si ,N 4 + 
14.5 wt% MgO + 

0.5 wt% CaO 

Si ,N 4 + 7.5 wt% Y 2 0 , + 
7.5 wt% MgO 

3.0 

Si ,N 4 + 15wt% Y 2 0 j 2.6 

S i 3 N 4 + 14.5 wt% Y 2 0 , + 
0.5 wt% CaO 

13.7 79.5 127 4.7 352 

9.3 87.7 163 4.6 380 

6.4 91.0 267 5.2 580 

12.0 86.8 240 5.1 540 

11.1 88.9 260 5.9 650 

Q 
O 

m s 

/ 

- Q 
/ — , 

O 
fez 0 

/ / 

\ 

Si ,N 4 + 7.25 wt% Y 2 0 , + 
7.25 wt% MgO + 

0.5 wt% CaO 
5.2 94.8 257 8.0 890 

1.3.3 Main production routes 

For production of silicon nitride and sialon materials for structural applications 

there are two main routes available. One is to produce silicon nitride powder, add 

sintering aids and sinter the material after appropriate shaping. The second route 

is to add the sintering aids to silicon, nitride a shaped body and then post sinter it. 

The advantages of using silicon nitride powder as starting material are: 

• wider choice of starting materials 

• only one sintering step 

• shorter cycle times for producing finished product 
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The advantages of starting from silicon powder are: 

• lower total shrinkage due to the increased mass during nitridation 

• machining possible after nitriding if necessary 

• in-house control of impurities 

• finer S13N4 particles possible without increasing contamination 

Table 4 shows some variations on the two different production routes, where 

different sintering methods are used. 

Table 4. Overview of production techniques for silicon nitride materials, 
where SN=silicon nitride. After (43). 

Reaction-bonding 
R B S N 

Hot-pressing 
HPSN 

Sintering 

SSN 
Sintering 
SRBSN 

Hot-isostatic 
pressing 

Si-powder 

Moulding 

Nitridation 
1420°C, 

S=72h 

Si 3 N4-powder 

+• additives 

Final part 

Hot-pressing 
1700°C, 
0.5 h 

~ 3 0 M N n r 2 

Machining of the 
final part 

Si, N4-powder 

+ additives 

Moulding 

— H I P © 

Sintering 

> 1750°C, > I h 
p N , Ss 0.1 MPa 

h - H I P (3) 

Final part 

Si-powder 

-I- additives 

Moulding 

Nitridation 
=S 1420°C, 
5*72h 

•HIP (2) 

Sintering 
> 1750°C, 1 h 
p N , #t 0.1 MPa 

— HIP © 

Final part 

— © 
S i , N 4 (powder 
4- additive)-

compacts (HIPSN) 

— © 

RBSN-pans with 
additives 
(HIPRBSN) 

' © 
Pre-sintered 
Sij N,-parts 
(HIPSSN) 

© 
Post-sintered 
RBSN 
(HIPSRBSN) 

1.3.4 Sintering at atmospheric pressure 

Sintering of silicon nitride without additives does not densify the material if 

overpressure is not used (60,61). Therefore additions of different oxides, like 

MgO, AI2O3 and Y2O3, are made. Most often yttria is used to give a refractory 

grain boundary phase after sintering (62). The sintering operation is performed in 
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an ordinary furnace which gives freedom in choosing the shape of bodies to be 

sintered. Sintering temperatures depend on the additives used, but are usually 

1700-1800 °C, and the major driving force for sintering is the reduction in surface 

energy. To protect the bodies from decomposing or reacting with the furnace 

atmosphere, they are embedded in protective powders (42,63). Boron nitride 

powder beds assist the material in keeping its own atmosphere, while silicon 

nitride produces an atmosphere of SiO (64). The gas used for sintering nitride 

ceramics is usually nitrogen and the pressure is set slightly above atmospheric. 

This is done in order to reduce problems with decomposition. 

1.3.5 Sintering with over-pressure 

Different pressure sintering methods are available. One of the most commonly 

used has been hot-pressing. It is carried out uniaxially generally at 15-30 MPa in a 

graphite die (65). It is usually possible to use lower temperatures than in regular 

sintering, as low as 1600 °C, because of the increased mechanical rearrangement 

occuring in the sample under applied pressure. Additives are, however, still 

needed. Shape variations are limited by the shape of the graphite dies and the 

microstructure can become oriented due to the uniaxial pressure. 

Another way of applying pressure is by hot isostatic pressing (HIPing) (66). In this 

process the sinter bodies have to be encapsulated unless they already have closed 

porosity at the surface. Encapsulation is generally done by applying a dense coat of 

glass (67). Pressures of 100-200 MPa of argon gas are usually used at temperatures 

typically lower than those used for pressureless sintering if additives are used 

(68,69). If additives are omitted significantly higher temperatures are needed 

(70,71,72). The possibility of using less sintering additives and still getting a dense 

material is beneficial for high temperature properties. Powder beds of silicon 

nitride or boron nitride are used if glass encapsulation is not necessary. Glass 

from the encapsulation can penetrate the bodies at the surface but the 

encapsulation also acts as a barrier for evaporation. The glass has to be removed 

after sintering. Complicated shapes can be made since advanced glass 

encapsualtion methods are available. Microstructures usually become 

homogeneous since the pressure is isostatic and high reliabilities are obtainable 

(66). Densities obtained by HIPing pure reaction bonded silicon nitride are shown 

in Fig 19 (71). 
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Figure 19. Densities obtained by HIPing reaction bonded silicon nitride without 
additives at different temperatures. After (71). 

Sintering at atmospheric pressure and HIPing can be combined into a continuous 

process if desired (sinter-HIP). The sintering can lead to closed porosity thereby 

eliminating the need for glass encapsualtion. Sinter-HIPing often results in 

elongated grains. Gas pressure sintering is another continuous two-step process 

where atmospheric pressure is used to close the porosity and then a pressure of 

=10 MPa of nitrogen is used for final densification (73,74,75). This method has 

also been shown to result in elongated grain morphologies (76,77) and a high 

reliability due to the applied pressure (78). 

1.3.6 Properties of densified silicon nitride materials 

The properties of sintered materials vary considerably with sintering method and 

composition. Figure 20 shows an assessment of the fracture strength, fracture 

toughness and thermal characteristics for some different sintering methods (41). 

It can be seen that silicon nitride materials based on RBSN are competitive in 

their properties. 
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Figure 20. Mechanical properties of silicon nitride materials produced in 
different ways, a) Flexural strength b) Fracture toughness and 
c) Flexural strength after thermal cycling (41). 

Heinrich et al (34) have even shown that for materials subjected to a HIP 

treatment, using RBSN as a starting material, higher strengths and creep 

resistance can be obtained than when starting from silicon nitride powders. 

Figure 21a shows the fracture strength of materials with different amounts of 

yttria produced by HIPing either RBSN or silicon nitride powders. Creep 
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properties were also improved by using the RBSN-route (see Fig 21b). Additives 

strongly influence high temperature properties both by their amount and 

composition, but it was shown that HIPed RBSN retains its properties to high 

temperatures when small amounts of additives are used (79). 

Figure 21. a) Variation of fracture strength with amount of yttria and b) creep 
testing for a material with 4.2 wt% yttria at 1350 °C and lOOMPa are 
compared for HIPed RBSN and silicon nitride powders. After (79). 

1.4 Sialons 

1.4.1 Structure and phase relations 

It was discovered that when adding AI2O3 to silicon nitride for densification 

purposes another phase, very similar to ß silicon nitride, would occur which 

proved to be a S13N4 solid solution (80,81). Closer examination showed that by 

exchanging some silicon for aluminum and some nitrogen for oxygen in the 

silicon nitride structure, a series of materials termed SiAlONs could be formed 

(82,83). As in silicon nitride two phases exist for the sialon, a and ß. The a phase 

can, unlike a silicon nitride, be stabilized to high temperatures even in the 

presence of a liquid. This stabilization occurs by means of metal ions from oxide 

additives such as MgO, L12O, BeO, CaO or some of the rare earth oxides, such as 

Y2O3 and Sm203 (84,85,86,87). The metal ions go into the spaces of the structure 

seen in Figure 2 and neutralize the charge imbalance caused by the incorporation 

of aluminium and oxygen. The fact that the ions are incorporated into the 
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structure means that the oxide additives are consumed during the sintering 

process and low glass contents can be obtained even if large amounts of sintering 

additives are used (85). Minimization of the glass content is imperative to 

achieve good high temperature properties. The compositions of the two sialon 

phases can be described by the following formulae: 

ß sialon Si6- zAl zO zN8- z where 0<Z<4.2 [7] 

a-sialon MemSii2-(pm+n)Al(pm+ n)OnNi6-n where the change in charge [8] 
due to the exchange of p m S i 4 + 

for p m A l 3 + is compensated by 
the metal cation mMeP + . 

The phase system can be described by an adapted Jänecke prism (82) in which the 

phase relations for a 6 component system can be depicted (see Fig 22) (88). Both a 

and ß sialons require a liquid phase for densification. Metal oxides are therefore 

often added in surplus to form more liquid at the sintering temperature (87). The 

most commonly used oxide is yttria due to the good refractory properties it 

imparts. The use of yttria for the formation of a sialons, however, leads to limits 

in compositional freedom as indicated in Figure 23 (85). The real a sialon 

formation field is indicated by the shaded area, but when using yttria only 

compositions represented by the broken line in the field can be achieved, ß sialon 

forms along a line on the bottom plane of the prism in Fig 22. 
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Figure 23. Illustration of the a-sialon formation field with the dashed line 
indicating the restriction in composition when using yttria. After 
(85). 

1.4.2 Phase development of a-sialon 

Figure 24 shows schematically the sequence of stages in formation of a-sialon as 

determined by XRD in interrupted sintering experiments by Ishizawa et al (89). 

First the surface oxides on the aluminum nitride and silicon nitride powders 

form an oxide liquid and some YAM-ss ( Y 4 A l 2 . x S i x O 9 . x N x ) forms. The 

temperature at which this occurs depends strongly on powder particle size and 

impurity content. In this case it started at =1100 °C. Later, at =1300 °C silicon 

nitride and AIN start to dissolve into the liquid and an oxynitride glass is formed. 

From this glass a-sialon can reprecipitate. Melilite (Y2Si3N403) forms at a 

temperature of =1580 °C and then dissolves again. At 1750 °C only a-sialon and a 

glassy phase remain. 

a-Si3N4 
AIN 
Y2O3 

a-Si3N4 
AIN 
Y2O3 

YAM-ss 

a-Si3N4 
AIN 

YAM-ss 

a-SisN4 
AIN 

YAM-ss 
a-sialon 

oc-Si3N4 
a-sialon 

SNY 

a-sialon 

— I 1 1 r 
1200 °C 1400 °C 

Temperature 

1000 °c 1600 °C 1800 °C 

Figure 24. Schematic description of the phase formation in an a-sialon 
composition. After (89). SNY=Y 2Si 3N40 3 and YAM-ss= 
Y 4 A l 2 . x S i x O 9 . x N x ) . 
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The phase development and shrinkage of a similar composition, studied by 

Nagel et al (90) using dilatometry with a constant heating rate can be seen in Fig 

25. Three ranges with increasing and then decreasing densification rates were 

observed. The first increase begins as a result of the oxide liquid formation. The 

subsequent decrease in densification rate has recently been suggested to depend 

on the better wettability of AIN by the liquid compared to silicon nitride, which 

would lead to an entrapment of the liquid around the AIN particles (91). The 

shrinkage increased again as the silicon nitride started to dissolve, and faster 

sintering was obtained via a solution-reprecipitation process (90). A decrease in 

rate at 1580 °C was attributed to melilite formation, which is suggested to lead to a 

decrease in the amount of available liquid. At higher temperature this melilite 

started dissolving again, increasing the densification rate once more. 

U \ 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1908 

TEMPERATURE [*C1 

Figure 25. a) Phase development and b)shrinkage of an Yo.53SiQ.6Al2.40rj.8Ni5.2 
a-sialon. After (90). a-ss=a-sialon, SNY=Y2Si3N403 and YAM-ss= 
Y 4 Al 2 -xSi x 0 9 -xN x ) YAG=Y 3 Al 5 Oi2. 
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Another important feature related to the phase development has been 

demonstrated by Walls et al (92). By interrupted sintering studies it was shown 

that the cell parameters of the a-sialon increased to a maximum value at =1500 

°C and then decreased to an equilibrium value at higher temperatures. Fig 26 

shows the development of phases in different sialon compositions and the 

simultaneous change in cell parameters (92). A l l these values were measured at 

room temperature. The same type of behaviour has been seen by other authors 

(91,4) and it has been suggested to depend on the proportionally higher 

dissolution of AIN at that temperature. Notice also that ß sialon consequently 

starts forming at a higher temperature than a-sialon and that a-sialon forms 

much earlier in the CaO composition (92). 
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Figure 26. Phase development and cell parameters for a/ ß sialons with a) CaO 
additions b) mixed CaO/Y2(>3 additions and c) Y2O3 additions. After 

(92). a'=a-sialon, ß'=ß-sialon, YAM=Y 4 A1 5 0 9 , Y A G = Y 3 A l 5 O i 2 and 
12H=polytypoid of AIN. 
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Cell parameters for different x-values in Formula 8 have been presented by 

Mitomo et al (93), Fig 27, where it can be seen that the parameters are constant for 

x-values other than these yielding pure a-sialon. Within the pure a-sialon field 

the cell parameters increase linearily with the increasing additions of AIN and 

yttria to the powder mixture. 

0.7875 f-

I i i • i 1 

0 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 
Solid solubility ( x ) 

Figure 27. Variation in cell parameters with increasing x-value (solid 
solubility). After (93). 

1.4.3 Properties of sialons 

The main reason for the interest in using sialons instead of silicon nitride, is the 

availability of more liquid during densification while at the same time avoiding 

large amounts of residual grain boundary phase (94). Another advantage is 

higher oxidation resistance due to the oxygen present in the structure (95). 

Ekström et al (96) have shown that a sialon is harder than ß sialon (see Fig 28a). 

This has been explained by the lower Pierls stress for dislocation motion through 

the ß structure due to a smaller burgers vector compared to the a phase (97). ß 

sialon usually grows with higher grain aspect ratios than a sialon, which leads to 

a higher fracture toughness of sialon materials containing the ß phase (see fig 

28b) (96). Mixtures of the two phases are often used to tailor desired properties. 

Fig 29 shows the microstructure of a typical a / ß sialon. 
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Figure 28. a) Hardness and b) fracture toughness of different a / ß sialons (96). 

Figure 29. Typical SEM microstructure of an a / ß sialon with x=0.2 in Formula 

8, where a'=a-sialon, ß'=ß-sialon and white is glass. - 3 u.m 
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The dependence of hardness on the x-value in Formula 8 is shown in Fig 30a 

(98). The hardness is seen to increase as the proportion of a-sialon increases and 

then stays reasonably constant. When other phases, like melilite and polytypes, 

start forming at x-values above 0.8, the hardness starts decreasing again. The 

strength and fracture toughness show a different development, where both 

properties deteriorate with increasing x-value (see Fig 30b) (89). This is directly 

related to the microstructure and glass properties. 

a) b) 

Figure 30. Variation of mechanical properties of sialons with x-value in 
Formula 8 a) Hardness variations after (98). b) Strength and fracture 
toughness variations after (89). 

Figure 31a shows the changes in hardness for different sialon compositions with 

increasing temperature (98). The sialons show a proportionally equal 

deterioration of hardness as the temperature increases. Figure 31b (89) compares 

the strength of two sialon materials wi th different amounts of a-sialon. The 

sample with the higher a-sialon content (60%) gives a lower overall strength but 

shows the same behaviour at higher temperatures as the sample with lower 

amount of a-sialon (30%). This corresponds well to the hardness data. 
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Figure 31. a) Hardness variations with temperature for some sialons. After (98). 
b) Varations of strength with temperature for two sialons containing 

60% (SAN 1) and 30% (SAN 2) a-sialon respectively. After (89). 
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2 PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 

One of the main hindrances to an increased commercial use of silicon nitride 

based materials for structural applications, is the high cost associated with the 

production of high strength / high reliability materials. The cost of raw materials 

for high performance parts as well as the cost of processing and machining are at 

present too high. Much effort has therefore been invested in finding cheaper 

manufacturing routes. Nitriding wi th subsequent sintering could offer an 

alternative to currently used methods provided adequate strengths at high 

temperatures could be achieved. 

Sialons are a group of materials based on silicon nitride which have attracted 

considerable attention because of their good high temperature properties and the 

possibility to tailor the microstructure and properties for specific applications. 

The rather large amount of liquid present during the first stages of the sintering 

of sialons also make them interesting from the point of view of sinterability. Of 

the sialons, the a phase has the highest hardness and it possesses the ability to 

incorporate sintering additives into its structure; it is therefore a desired 

constituent of the microstructure. 

The main aim of this investigation has been to further knowledge of the 

nitridation of silicon with additives for further post sintering operations. Special 

focus was placed on a-sialons and therefore the phase development, sensitivity 

to compositional changes and properties of a-sialon compositions were studied 

in some detail. Other important aspects were how additives influence the 

nitridation reaction, how the nitridation can be accelerated and controlled and 

finally whether favourable microstructures can be obtained after post sintering. 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.1 Nitridation 

Al l nitriding experiments were performed in the sintering furnace (IBV) seen in 

Figs 31a and b, which is constructed for a maximum temperature of 2200 °C and a 

pressure of IMPa. The furnace has graphite heaters and graphite insulation and 

can be run either in vacuum or with N 2 , Ar, H 2 , He or a combination of these 

gases. Temperature, pressure and gas input are controlled by means of a 

computer. The temperature is regulated by a thermocouple placed in the central 

region of the furnace between the graphite heaters and the outer insulation as 

indicated in Fig 31b. A pyrometer is used to measure the temperature of the 

graphite heaters, also approximately in the central region of the furnace (see Fig 

31a). The temperature variations in the furnace measured by an extra movable 

thermocouple at two different temperature levels are shown in Fig 32a and b. 

a) 

Figure 31. Graphite furnace used for nitriding and sintering experiments 
a) Exterior of the equipment used. The pyrometer position is 
indicated by the arrow. 
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Figure 31. Graphite furnace used for nitriding and sintering experiments, 
b) Schematic drawing of the furnace interior. 

Figure 32. Axial temperature variations in the graphite furnace for nitriding at 
a thermocouple temperature of a) 1200 °C and b) 1350 °C. 
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The nitridation process is controlled by a nitrogen demand computer program 

(39). The parameters listed in Table 5 are inserted into the program. Typical 

values are given for a cycle run with nitrogen, argon and hydrogen. Before the 

nitridation cycle starts the furnace is evacuated, flushed wi th nitrogen, re-

evacuated and then the heating starts in accordance with the temperature 

program. When the temperature, measured by the thermocouple, has reached 

1100°C the furnace is filled with the programmed gas mixture to 900 mbar. The 

temperature keeps rising according to the program, while the furnace is 

replenished with nitrogen each time the pressure has decreased to 890 mbar. 

When the gas consumption exceeds 10 mbar in 30 min the temperature program 

stops. It is resumed again when the consumption of gas has decreased below 10 

mbar/30min or if no nitrogen is consumed after two times the set time 

difference. Data (time, temperature and pressure) are collected and saved at every 

even number of seconds, usually every minute. The data can then be used to 

establish how fast the nitriding reaction proceeds through the number and 

frequency of gas fills. 

Table 5. Typical input values for a slow nitridation run using the nitrogen 

demand program 

Parameter Input value 
Number of gas flushes (max 5) 
Pump down to 10 mbar 
Gas backfill to 500 mbar 
Max temperature 1500 °C 
F l o w N 2 (0-100%) 93% 
FlowAr (0-100%) 5% 
Flow He (0-100%) 0 
F l o w H 2 (0-100%) 2% 
Pressure upper limit 900 mbar 
Pressure lower limit 890 mbar 
Time difference 30 min 
Vacuum operating up to 1100 °C 
********************************************* 

Temperature 
program: Time (min) 

100 
8750 

Temperature (°C) 
1100 
1450  
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3.2 Sintering 

Sintering was performed either in the furnace described above or in a hot 

isostatic press. For the furnace, two sintering programs exist. One is for sintering 

at small over-pressures and the second for pressures up to 1 MPa. The parameter 

input is similar to that shown in Table 5 for nitridation, but without the gas 

control. Sintering was performed in graphite crucibles wi th either a silicon 

nitride or boron nitride powder bed to prevent silicon nitride decomposition at 

high temperatures. 

The hot isostatic press, a Mini-HIP QIH 9 made by ASEA (see Fig 33), was used for 

high pressure sintering. It has a graphite chamber with a volume of 5 1 and 

operates to a temperature of max 2000 °C with 200 MPa pressure. The bottom lid 

of the HIP is water cooled but an overpressure has to be used at high 

temperatures to avoid damage to attachments to a dilatometer placed in the 

bottom of the pressure vessel. The hot zone is 305 mm in height and both argon 

and nitrogen can be used as pressure media. Dense surfaces, needed to achieve 

compression of the sample, can either be obtained by sintering to closed surface 

porosity or by glass encapsulation. Both methods were used in this study. 

Figure 33. HIP used for sintering experiments. 
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Figure 34 shows the sinter HIP cycle used in paper 6. The temperature was raised 

to the sintering temperature (1850°C) using an overpressure of = 2.5 MPa. This 

temperature was maintained for 90 min and then lowered to 1750 °C while the 

pressure was increased to 100 MPa. Another hold-time of 60 min was employed 

at this temperature/pressure and then the furnace was turned off. The 

temperature decreased rapidly at the beginning of the cooling. 

Glass encapsulation used in this study for conventional HIPing consisted of 

crushed pyrex glass into which the samples were embedded. The pressure was 

applied at the softening temperature of the glass. The heating and cooling rates 

used were the same as for the sinter HIP cycle. 
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Figure 34. Sinter HIP cycle, where the temperature is indicated by the fu l l line 
and the pressure by the dotted line. 

3.3 Analysis 

3.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out using a fully automatic Philips 1700 

system. The settings were 50 kV and 30 mA with a Cu-target X-ray tube. For paper 

1, where cell parameters were calculated, cross sections of samples were polished 

to a 1 u,m diamond finish. In all other investigations cross-sections of solid 

samples, as diamond cut, were used. Amounts of phases based on silicon nitride 

were calculated from the intensities of the three largest peaks of each phase and 

those amounts were compared to each other. For calculation of cell parameters 

silicon was used as external standard. 
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3.3.2 High Temperature X-Ray Diffraction (HT-XRD) 

A Philips goniometer with a re-engineered Anton-Paar high temperature unit 

controlled by a PW-1710 microprocessor was used for the high temperature X-ray 

diffractometry. The furnace was a resistance heated graphite unit, coated wi th 

porous silicon nitride. The graphite furnace is shown in Fig 35, while Fig 36 

shows the coating in cross section and from above. This coating is approximately 

0.75 mm thick and stable up to temperatures of 1600°C, after which silicon carbide 

starts forming. The voltage required to achieve a given temperature and the 

resistance of the furnace at that voltage was not significantly changed by the 

coating. The coating was made to provide an atmosphere similar to that in a 

silicon nitride powder bed. 

Figure 35. Graphite furnace used in HT-XRD experiments. 

Figure 36. Furnace coating a) in cross section and b) from above, where 

SN=Si3N4 and G=graphite. 
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With this equipment it was possible to study the phase development while 

sintering. Samples had to be less than 1 mm thick and were therefore pre-

sintered to permit machining to the right size. A static atmosphere of 0.11 MPa 

N 2 was used. The generator settings used were 50 kV and 30 mA with a Cu-target 

tube and the temperature of the sample was measured with a Pt-13%Rh/Pt 

thermocouple. Quantitative results were obtained through careful calculation of 

the peak areas in the diffractogram. Corrections for overlap of the peaks, as well 

as the integration of the peak areas were performed by fitting of the experimental 

diffraction profile using a Marguardt non-linear least square algorithm (99). 

3.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

A l l porous samples were vacuum impregnated with a low viscosity epoxy 

(Epofix, Struers) to preserve a true surface for microscopy. Samples were ground 

and polished down to a final step using either diamond (1 (J,m) or colloidal silica 

(0.06 u,m). Carbon was then evaporated on to the surfaces to avoid electrical 

charging. For imaging of polished surfaces the backscattered electron mode was 

used to show contrast between different phases. Micrographs of the polished 

samples in paper 1 were taken in a JEOL JSM 820 electron microscope and the 

fracture surfaces in paper 2 were investigated in an Amray System 1200 SEM, 

while all the other microstructural investigations were made in a CAMSCAN 

Series 4 SEM. The CAMSCAN is equipped with a LINK eXL system for 

microanalysis having a capacity for both chemical and image analyses. This 

system was used for line analysis on surfaces of sintered samples in this study. 

512 points along lines normal to the surface starting just at the edge and going 1 

mm into the sample, were analysed for content of aluminum, silicon and 

yttrium. 

3.3.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

For transmission electron microscopy 2 mm thick samples were impregnated 

with epoxy in the same way as for SEM. They were then attached with wax on to 

glass plates and ground to 100 (im with successively finer silicon carbide paper 

ending at 800 mesh. An erosion mill was used to cut out circular samples with a 

diameter of 3 mm. After taking the sample off the glass plate each sample was 

ground and polished on both sides to a thickness of 50 |im, using silicon carbide 

paper to a final stage of a 4000 mesh. The samples were then ion beam thinned 
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from both sides in a BAL-TEC RES 010 ion beam thinner with an angle of 5°. The 

transmission electron microscope used was a STEM, JEM-2000 EX, 200kV, 

equipped with a LINK A N 10.000 system for microanalysis, with capacity for both 

chemical and image analysis. Chemical analysis of silicon nitride grains growing 

on the surfaces of silicon grains in partially nitrided materials was made to 

establish whether they contained yttrium and aluminum (see Fig 37). 

Figure 37. STEM image of partially nitrided silicon grain in an a-sialon 
composition. Arrows point at newly formed nitride grains 
containing Si, A l and Y atoms. 

Bright field and dark field imaging was used to identify grains with specific 

diffraction patterns. Two different diffraction patterns of the same grain were 

used to identify the phase of the grain. Fig 38 shows the identification image and 

patterns for an a silicon nitride grain growing on a silicon surface. Special 

attention was also directed at making sure that free silicon surfaces found in the 

sample were not just artifacts from the ion beam thinning step. This was made by 

looking for thickness variations close to those edges. Careful analysis with bright 

and dark field imaging also showed that some amorphous phase possibly could 

be present on these surfaces. 
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a) 500 nm 

b) c) 

Figure 38. a) TEM image of silicon grain with silicon nitride formation on the 
surface. Arrow indicates analysed grain b) diffraction pattern in the 
[001]a direction c) diffraction pattern in the [010] a direction. 
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3.3.5 Density and porosimetry measurements 

Densities were measured by the water immersion technique. Samples with closed 

porosity were weighed dry and immersed in water, and the density was then 

calculated by equation 9. The density of porous samples could be measured in a 

similar way, but by also weighing the sample with water in the pores and 

applying equation 10. 

Papparant = W d r y • pwater / (Wdry - W i m m ) [9) where p = density 
Wdry = dry weight of sample 

Pbulk = W d r y • Pwater / ( W w e t - Wimm) [10] Wimm = weight of sample 
immersed in water 

W w e t = weight of soaked 
sample in air 

A mercury porosimeter, Micrometrics poresizer 9310, was used to further analyze 

the open pores in some of the samples. The volume of mercury (non-wetting), 

which was forced into the pores of the solid, was measured as a function of the 

pressure. The pore size distribution was calculated from the Washburn equation 

11 (100), by a computer program. For simplification the pores were considered to 

be open-ended cylinders. The contact angle between the solid surface and 

mercury was set to 130 degrees and the surface tension to 485 N / m . 

p = - 2 y cos 0 / r [11] where p = pressure 
Y = surface tension 
9 = contact angle 
r = pore radius 

3.3.6 Hardness and fracture toughness by indentation 

Hardness and fracture toughness were determined by Vickers indentation using a 

10 kg load on polished surfaces. Diagonals of indents and crack lengths were 

measured in an optical microscope at 400 x magnification. Hardness was 

calculated from equation 12 and fracture toughness by using equation 13 

proposed by Anstis et al (101). 

Hvio = 1854.4 P / d 2 [12] where P - applied load (g) 
d = average diagonal (p.m) 
E = Young's modulus (GPa) 

Kic = 0.016 (E / H)!/2 ( p / Q 3 / 2 ) [13] C 0 = average crack length (m) 
H = hardness (Kg/mm 2 ) 
P = applied load (g) 
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4 SUMMARIES OF APPENDED PAPERS 

4.1 Paper 1: Yttrium a-sialon ceramics by hot isostatic pressing and post hot 

isostatic pressing 

In Paper 1 the aim was to analyze the changes in phase composition and 

properties of Y-a-sialon materials as the composition was changed from x=0.1 to 

x=0.9 in the formula Y x(Sii2-4.5xAl4.5x)(Oi.5X,Ni6-i.5 x)- Silicon nitride, yttria and 

aluminum nitride were used as raw materials and some of the compositions 

were chosen so that they contained a slight excess of AIN or yttria. The materials 

were then sintered by HIPing at 1600°C for 2h, HIPing at 1750°C for l h or 

sintering at 1750°C for l h + post HIPing at 1750 °C for l h for compositions with 

excess yttria. The densities of the HIPed and post HIPed materials increased 

linearly with increasing x-value and the materials were >99.5% dense. In samples 

sintered pressureless the densities were considerably lower and more scattered, 

but those with excess yttria had closed porosity and could therefore be post HIPed 

without encapsualation. The general phase contents changed from a / ß sialon at 

x=0.2 to a sialon at x=0.4 and finally a sialon with some polytypes and melilite at 

x=0.8. Small variations in the amounts of the phases occurred depending on the 

composition. The highest a sialon content was, however, obtained at x=0.4 for 

sintering + post HIPing of the samples with excess yttria. That there is no need for 

glass encapsulation for HIPing is an added advantage of this process. Moreover, 

the amount of residual glassy phase after sintering + post HIPing was lower than 

after just HIPing. However, that did not seem to influence the indentation 

hardness or toughness significantly. The hardness of the a sialon (x=0.4) was 

approximately Hyio 1800 kg /mm 2 and fracture toughness 3.2 MPa^m 1/ 2. For low 

x-values the hardness was lower and the fracture toughness higher due to large 

amounts of elongated ß sialon grains. Analysis of cell parameters of all the 

compositions and sintering conditions showed that the cell parameters of a 

sialon tend to increase with increasing x-value, which conflicts with earlier 

reports. 

4.2 Paper 2: Fabrication of silicon nitride / oxynitride by reaction bonding and 

post sintering 

Paper 2 investigated the possibilities of using silica as a sintering aid by mixing it 

into silicon, nitriding and then post sintering. Powder mixtures with 0, 2, 4, 8 and 

16 wt% silica were prepared and nitrided with different gas additions (Ar, He and 
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H 2 ) . The nitrided bodies were then post sintered at atmospheric pressure and 

HIPed at 1750 °C for 2h. Phase analyses were performed by XRD and fracture 

surfaces were investigated by SEM. Densities were measured and the pores 

analyzed by mercury porosimetry. It was found that the a / ß ratio increased with 

small additions of silica and then decreased again with higher additions. It was 

also shown that slow nitridation with argon gas in the gas mixture gave the 

highest a / ß ratio. After sintering this ratio only decreased slightly. XRD also 

showed that silicon oxynitride was formed during nitridation in compositions 

with higher amounts of silica. This oxynitride formation in the nitriding process 

made the material difficult to densify. Sintering at atmospheric pressure led to 

pore coarsening and the density decreased at higher amounts of silica addition, 

while HIPing resulted in small density increases at low silica additions. HIPing 

samples wi th large amounts of oxynitride resulted in severe penetration by 

encapsulation glass. SEM and porosimetry showed that the nitrided structures 

with higher silica contents gave larger and more plentiful porosity. Hydrogen 

present in the nitriding gas also seemed to result in coarser pores when no silica 

was added, while no difference was detected in the 16wt% silica composition. 

4.3 Paper 3: Reaction bonding and post sintering of a-sialons 

The purpose of Paper 3 was to investigate some properties of nitrided and 

sintered a-sialon compositions. The composition chosen for this investigation 

was an a-sialon with x=0.4 and two different A I N precursors were used. 

Nitriding was performed using different nitriding gas mixtures which led to 

some variations in a / ß silicon nitride ratio but no major difference in pore 

structure. One nitriding run was performed slower and showed a larger pore 

volume in mercury porosimetry measurements. A l l the other runs showed a 

very similar behaviour. A substantial difference was, however, seen in phase 

composition when comparing samples with different A I N precursors. When 

finer AIN was used, a-sialon formed in the nitridation process. After sintering at 

atmospheric pressure porosity decreased but the pore size increased somewhat. 

Most of the a silicon nitride in samples with the coarser AIN transformed to a 

sialon, while the ß silicon nitride remained. After HIPing at 1750 °C more of the 

silicon nitride transformed to sialon but much of the ß silicon nitride still 

remained. HIPing at 1850 °C was necessary to come close to the intended sialon 

content. In the materials with fine AIN HIPing at 1750 °C gave complete 

transformation and homogeneous structures. Al l HIPed samples densified fully. 

SEM of the HIPed samples revealed that the AIN had not ful ly dissolved in 
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HIPing at 1750 °C in the composition with coarser AIN and that an "island" 

structure was formed. This basic structure remained even though it was less 

evident when all the AIN had dissolved at the higher HIP temperature. This type 

of structure was not found in the composition with fine AIN; this material also 

exhibited less glassy phase in its structure, even less than that in the material of 

the same composition made from a silicon nitride precursor HIPed at the same 

temperature. Hardness and fracture toughness were investigated by Vickers 

indentation. Slightly higher fracture toughnesses were found in the samples 

HIPed at 1850 °C, where the grains were larger. 

4.4 Paper 4: At-temperature observation of phase development of yttrium a-

sialon 

The aim of the work described in Paper 4 was to observe the kinetics of a-sialon 

formation at high temperatures and determine the sensitivity to compositional 

changes. Powders of a-sialon composition with x=0.4 were prepared based on 

silicon nitride and presintered at 1350 °C, embedded in silicon nitride in a 

graphite furnace. Samples for high temperature X-ray diffraction were prepared 

by grinding and polishing. The high temperature X-ray furnace was a resistance 

heated graphite furnace, covered by porous silicon nitride, in which samples 

were run at 1450, 1500, 1530 and 1580 °C for 5 h at 0.11 MPa in nitrogen 

atmosphere. During the hold times the formation of a-sialon was observed by 

repetitive X-ray scans and quantitative analysis was made to determine the 

amount of a-sialon formed wi th time. During the pre-sintering operation 

YioAl2Si30i8N4 had formed, which began to dissolve at temperature, and a-

sialon and some other secondary phases were formed at the same time as the 

amount of silicon nitride and aluminum nitride decreased. When the samples 

were investigated after cooling it was seen that there was less AIN at the surface 

than in the interior and that this was accompanied by a lower substitution of the 

a-sialon, while the amount of a-sialon seemed relatively insensitive to this 

change in composition. Samples with small additions of silica were prepared by 

traditional sintering to similar temperatures to verify this observation, and again 

the amount of a-sialon did not seem significantly influenced. The secondary 

phases, however, changed. The kinetics of a-sialon formation were determined 

for the first 90-120 min since the a-sialon formation ceased after longer times at 

the lower temperatures. Assuming that the formation mechanism during this 

early stage did not change with time and temperature, the activation energy was 

estimated as 330 kJ/mol. 
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4.5 Paper 5: Controlled nitridation of a-sialon compositions in hydrogen-

containing atmosphere. 

In Paper 5 ways were investigated of controlling the nitridation reaction in a-

sialon compositions using the nitrogen demand method; microstuctural 

evidence was used as the basis of a discussion of the mechanisms of silicon 

nitridation. Silicon was mixed with AIN and Y2O3 and formed into tablets. These 

were then nitrided while continuously monitoring the temperature and pressure 

of the furnace. Input parameters, like allowed gas consumption, heating rate and 

final temperature, were varied. The data from these runs were used to describe 

the nitriding behaviour of the a-sialon composition and comparisons with pure 

silicon were made. Hydrogen was added to the nitriding gas, which increased the 

early reaction. In pure silicon this tended to lead to overheating and some silicon 

melting, while in the a-sialon composition the process was easier to control. Fast 

nitridation of the sialon composition led to substantial a-sialon formation. On 

the basis of SEM and TEM studies it was concluded that most of the reaction 

occurred with evaporated silicon, since the silicon grains became perforated by 

porosity during the nitridation. Three reaction stages with respect to temperature 

were observed and discussed in terms of mechanisms. Only a small amount of 

nitride formed during the first stage; the first main reaction occurred when 

silicon was volatilized by formation of SiO gas or silicon evaporation. It was then 

suggested that this reaction ceases when the heat generated by the silicon + 

nitrogen reaction becomes insufficient to sustain silicon evaporation due to the 

dispersion and moderating effect of already-formed nitride. The reaction would 

then resume when the furnace temperature, i.e. the external heat input, became 

high enough for silicon to evaporate again in the third reaction stage. 

4.6 Paper 6: Microstructural investigation of nitrided and post sintered sialon 

compositions 

The aim of the work described in Paper 6 was to assess the microstructure and 

sinterability of nitrided sialon compositions, sintered in different ways. Five 

compositions were chosen, ranging from a-sialon to silicon nitride: (I) Y-a-sialon 

with x=0.4, (II) Y-a/ß-sialon with x=0.2 + 2wt% extra yttria, (III) Y-ß-sialon with 

z=2 + 4wt% extra yttria, (IV) silicon nitride + 5wt% yttria and 2 wt% alumina and 

finally (V) a Ca-a-sialon with x=0.7. By mixing additives into the silicon powder 
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before nitriding the nitridation products are changed. In the Ca-a-sialon and Y-ß-

sialon large amounts of sialon were detected after nitridation and large amounts 

of ß silicon nitride had formed in the ß sialon and silicon nitride compositions. 

In the Y-a-sialon composition a-sialon also seemed to form. Since many-

investigations have indicated the importance of starting material properties for 

sintering, it was of interest to investigate how the phases formed in nitridation 

would affect the sintered product. Sintering was performed by a) pressureless 

sintering at 1800 °C, b) pressureless sintering at 1850 °C, c) pressure sintering at 

1850 °C and 1 MPa, d) sinter-HIPing at 1850/1750 °C and 2.5/100 MPa and e) 

HIPing at 1750 °C and 160 MPa. Densification did not appear more difficult for the 

nitrided materials than would be expected for powder compositions even though 

some porosity was found in all samples. HIPing gave the highest densities for 

most compositions, but resulted in some inhomogeneities in the Y-a-sialon. 

Most of the sintering methods used at 1850 °C, however, resulted in high 

densities and homogeneous microstructures. For the ß sialon, the sintering 

method did not seem to influence the structure notably and the SEM 

investigation showed mainly grains with high aspect ratios. Sinter-HIPing of the 

a-sialon on the other hand gave unexpectedly elongated grains. Also the grain 

aspect ratio of the silicon nitride composition was more sensitive to the sintering 

method. EDX and SEM analysis of the surfaces suggested that aluminum nitride 

is oxidized on the surface of AIN-rich samples during nitridation and that the 

increased diffusion rates at the sintering temperature lead to gradients of 

aluminum on the surface. In most cases sintering is carried out in silica-rich 

surroundings which increases the silicon content on the surface. These 

compositional changes led to phase changes at the surface of the sintered samples 

in zones up to 700 fim in depth. 
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Post-Hot Isostatic Pressing 
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Dense a-sialon materials were produced by hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP) and post-hot isostatic pressing (post-HIP) 
using compositions with the formula YX(S\ , 2 - 4 . 5 , , A l 4 . 5 , ) -

(Oi .fi ,Ni*-i .5x) with 0.1 < x < 0.9 and with the same compo
sitions with extra additions of yttria and aluminum nitride. 
X-ray diffraction analyses show how the phase content 
changes from large amounts of ß-sialon (x = 0.1) to large 
amounts of a-sialon (x = 0.4) and increasing amounts of 
mellilite and sialon polytypoids (x = 0.8). Samples HIPed at 
1600°C for 2 h contained unreacted «-Silicon nitride, while 
those HIPed at 1750°C for 1 h did not. This could be due to 
the fact that the time is too short to achieve equilibrium or 
that the high pressure (200 MPa) prohibits a-sialon forma
tion. Sintering at atmospheric pressure leads to open poros
ity for all compositions except those with excess yttria. 
Therefore, only samples with excess yttria were post-HIPed. 
Microstructural analyses showed that the post-HIPed sam
ples had the highest a-sialon content. A higher amount of 
a-sialon and subsequently a lower amount of intergranular 
phase were detected at x = 0.3 and x = 0.4 in the post-
HIPed samples in comparison to the HIPed. The hardness 
(HV10) and fracture toughness ( K K ) did not differ signifi
cantly between HIPed and post-HIPed materials but vary 
with differentx values due to different phase contents. Meas
urements of cell parameters for all compositions show a con
tinuous increase with increasing x value which is enhanced 
by high pressure at high x values. [Key words: sialon, hot 
isostatic pressing, yttrium, phases, mechanical properties.] 

I. Introduction 

S I L I C O N N I T R I D E has been studied extensively because of its 
excellent inherent properties. The substitution of A l 5 " and 

0 : for Si 4" and H'~ in the high-temperature ß-form of sili
con nitride was discovered simultaneously by Jack and Wilson1 

and by Oyama and Kamigiato. : This discovery led to an in
crease in research on silicon nitride due to the fact that it is 
possible to densify these materials by liquid-phase sintering at 
a rather low temperature. The /3-sialons are described by the 
formula Si.!-..A1.0_-N4-_., where 0 < z < 2.1. A second solid 
solution based on the ar-SriN4 crystal structure has the gen
eral formula M.vSii;-,„,-„,Al„„.„>0„N1 (,-„, where 0 < x < 2 / 
The higher hardness of the «-sialons makes them of interest 
for cutting tool and wear applications."1" 

J. Smialek—contributing editor 
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Since diffusion rates in silicon nitride are very slow at tem
peratures below its decomposition temperature, densification 
and phase transformations generally take place through a 
eutectic liquid consisting of additives, usually oxides, and sili
con nitride. A nitrogen overpressure can be used to raise the 
decomposition temperature and allow higher sintering tem
peratures. Decomposition can also bc prevented by encapsu
lation during densification. Ekström et al.'' used this 
technique tö study the densification of /3-sialon by hot iso
static pressing (HiP). In the present study this approach was 
used to investigate the densification of a-sialon and to under
stand the relationship of composition and heat treatment to 
the a-sialon content of materials. 

II. Experimental Procedure 

The compositions studied can be divided into three scries, 
shown in Table I. The first series contained eight composi
tions which fall along a line defined by (4 - 1.5x)Si,N4 + 
().5.v(Y :0, + 9A1N) = Y,(Sii;-4.i,, Al4.< J (O,.,.,, N l ( > , , . 5 .<),' in 
the plane seen in Fig. 1,* and were chosen within the range 
0.05 < x < 0.9. The seven compositions in the second series 
were formulated by adding an excess of 2 wt% of yttria on the 
line described for series I within the range 0.1 < x < 0.9. 
The third series contained five compositions which were for
mulated by adding an excess of 2 to 3 wt% of aluminum ni
tride to compositions within the range 0.1 < x < 0.8 on the 
series I line. The compositions were prepared from silicon 
nitride ( H . C . Starck, grade L C I ) , aluminum nitride ( H . C . 
Starck, grade A), and yttrium oxide ( H . C . Starck, 99.9%). 
Excess AIN was added to compensate for the 2.9 wt% SiO : in 
the Si.-.Nj powder (see Table I). 

The powder batches (400g dry weight) and lubricant were 
vibratory milled in propanol for 16 h with silicon nitride 
media. After milling (dw = 0.8 /xm), drying, disintegration, 
and agglomeration, the powder mixtures were die-pressed at 
120 MPa to form 16 mm x 16 mm x 6 mm samples. The lu
bricant was removed by heating in flowing hydrogen at 600°C 
for 2 h. 

The densifications were performed in four different ways: 
(1) HIPing at I750T and 200MPa for 1 h; (2) HIPing at 
1600°C and 200MPa for 2 h; (3) sintering at 1750°C for 1 h in 
nitrogen; (4) post-HIPing of sintered materials at 1750°C and 
200 MPa for 1 h. 

For the HIP the glass encapsulation technique developed 
by A B B Ccrama1"" was used. The sintering was performed at 
a nitrogen pressure of 0.1 MPa with the samples embedded in 
hexagonal boron nitride powder. Post-HIPing was performed 
on samples with excess yttria, sintered to closed porosity 
(0.2 < .v < 0.8) at 1750°C. Samples were prepared for physi
cal characterization by grinding and polishing, using standard 
techniques; 1 itm diamond paste was used for the last stage. 

The X-ray diffraction analyses were carried out using a fully 
automatic Philips PW 1700 system with Si as an external stan
dard. A J E O L JSM 820 electron microscope was used for 
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Table I. Compositions of the Specimens According to the Formula 
[(4 - 1.5JV)Si.,N4 + 3<Y,0., + 9AIN)] + y|Al,0.,] + Z[Y : 0,] + K [AIN] 

X X Y z K 

Excess AIN 0.1 0.1029 0.1851 0.5143 
0.2 0.2054 0.1813 0.4853 
0.4 0.4102 0.1738 0.4250 
0.6 0.6138 0.1664 0.3662 
0.8 0.8165 0.1590 0.3078 

Reference line 0.05 0.0520 0.1869 0.0003 
0.1 0.1013 0.1812 0.0008 
0.2 0.2021 0.1777 0.0018 
0.3 0.3030 0.1742 0.0028 
0.4 0.4037 0.1708 0.0038 
0.6 0.6049 0.1638 0.0058 
0.8 0.8058 0.1570 0.0077 
0.9 0.9062 0.1535 0.0086 

Excess Y;0:, 0.1 0.1012 0.1811 0.0552 
0.2 0.2021 0.1776 0.0580 
0.3 0.3030 0.1742 0.0609 
0.4 0.4037 0.1708 0.0640 
Ü.6 0.6048 0.1639 0.0701 
0.8 0.8058 0.1569 0.0764 
0.9 0.9062 0.1536 0.0795 

microstructural studies of polished surfaces. The hardness 
(HV1Ü) and indentation fracture toughness (Klv) were ob
tained at room temperature with a Vickers diamond indenter 
using a 98-N load. A'lc was calculated by the method of Anstis 
et ai," assuming a Young's modulus of 300GPa. 

III . Results and Discussion 

All HIPed specimens had densities >99.59r of the theoreti
cal value, measured by displacement in xylene and degassed 
water. The measurements were confirmed by microstructural 
studies on polished samples. All of the sintered specimens, 
except the ones with excess of yttria, had open porosity. Post-
HIPing of samples with excess yttria gave somewhat higher 
densities than HIPing for the same compositions (Fig. 2). 

(1) X-ray Diffraction Analysis 

The X R D data for series I samples HIPed at 1750°C showed 
the following results: for x = 0.1, primarily ß-sialon: for 
x = 0.2, approximately equal amounts of a- and ß-sialon; for 
x = 0.4, primarily a-sialon: for x = 0.6, primarily a-sialon, 
traces of N-mellilitc and sialon polytypoids; for x = 0.8, pri
marily a-sialon, N-mellilite and sialon polytypoids increasing. 
A small amount of ß-sialon is present for x < 0.6 and traces 

Si-Mi SUN,0 SiO, 

Fig. I. T h e svstem Si -, N 4 - S i O , - A I N - A I - O-, - M e N - M e . O-
(Me = Y b , E r , Dy, Gci .Sm, and Nd) according to Ref. 7. t h e 
investigated compositions fall along the intersection of the Si- ,N 4 -
A I N A l 2 0 - - M e N -3AIN plane and the Si-.N.-AIN-Me^O-, piane. 
i.e., the S i , N 4 - M e - 0 , : y A l N joint. 

of unreactcd a-Si.,N 4 can bc found for x < 0.4. At .v = 0.6 
N-mcllilite. Y : CvSi , - ,N 4 , and sialon polytypoids begin to ap
pear and the amounts increase for increasing x values. 

The same crystalline phases were found for the samples 
containing an excess of either aluminum nitride or yttrium 
oxide which were HIPed at the same temperature, although 
the amounts of different crystalline phases vary according to 
the position of the overall composition in the phase diagram 
(see Fig. 3). 

For the samples HIPed at 1600°C a large percentage of 
a-Si -,N4 is present for all values of JC; however, the amount 
decreases with increasing .v. The large percentage of a-Si ,N 4 

depends on the low sintering temperature with incomplete re
actions, which results in substantial amounts of unreacted sili
con nitride. Only traces of a-Si ,N 4 were found at the higher 
HIP temperature. The samples of scries I sintered at 1750°C 
contain smaller amounts of ß-sialon and unreacted a-Si 3 N 4 , 
but a higher amount of sialon polytypoids than the samples 
HIPed at the same temperature. 

By post-HIPing of sintered samples (excess yttria, scries II) 
the formation of ß-sialon at x - 0.4, which is present in HIPed 
material, is avoided. Thus a material with a larger amount of 
a-sialon is accomplished. Even compared to sintering the 
amount of a-sialon is greater for the post-HIPed samples, 
most probably because the longer sintering time allows more 
a-sialon to crystallize. 

3.5 

3.0 I • 1 • 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

x-value 

Fig. 2. Density as a function of x for sintered, HIPed, and post-
HIPed materials with excess yttria at 1750°C. 
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Fig. 3. Phase compositions of samples: (upper left) along the series 1 line, HIPed at 1750°C; (upper right) along the series II line, sintered at 
1750°C; (lower left) along the series II line, HIPed at 1750°C; (lower right) along the series II line, post-HIPed at 1750°C. 

Comparisons among samples from the three series with the 
same sintering history show the greatest differences at low 
JC values. Series III samples had a large a-sialon content which 
decreased with the oxygen/nitrogen ratio. There was no sig
nificant difference for the samples HIPed at 1600°C. The 
decrease of the a-sialon content with increasing oxygen/ 
nitrogen ratio, seen at 1750°C, is expected from the phase 
diagram given in Fig. 1. The behavior at 1600°C might be 
explained by the fact that the reaction rate is slow. 

A comparison among samples with the same composition 
but different sintering histories shows the lowest N-mellilite 
content at 1750°C for HIPed material. Sintered materials gen
erally show a lower percentage of ß-sialon than the HIPed 
equivalents, and samples with excess of aluminum nitride and 
yttria are totally free from ß-sialon at x = 0.4. One explana
tion for the difference between HIPed and sintered materials 
could be the fact that HIP at 200MPa favors the formation 
or stability of ß-sialon because of the high pressure. The 
ß-sialon structure has a slightly smaller cell volume (1%) 
than the a-sialon structure. When post-HIPing the excess yt
tria material with x = 0.4, no ß-sialon is formed (no ß phase 
is present in the sintered material), but for JC = 0.6 a small 
percentage of ß appears. Figure 4 summarizes the results and 
shows the amount of a-sialon as a function of JC. 

The unit-cell parameters for the a-sialon phase are listed in 
Table II . Figure 5(A) shows the cell volume of a-sialon as a 
function of JC for materials with excess AIN and Y : 0 5 sintered 
at 1750°C. The graphs show that the cell volumes for low 
JC values are considerably larger when the oxygen/nitrogen ratio 
is low. This might be explained by the slower diffusion rate 
for low-oxygen-content materials leading to the formation of 
a higher alloyed a-sialon in the beginning of the sintering, 
which does not have time to dissolve and recrystallize as a 
lower alloyed sialon when the liquid composition changes at a 
later stage. Whenjc increases, 0.4 < JC < 0.6, the cell volumes 
for high and low oxygen/nitrogen ratios are nearly the same, 
implying a similar diffusion rate. At even higher JC values 
the excess AIN materials have larger cell volumes again, 
probably due to the formation of different sialon polytypoids. 
The same trend was found for materials HIPed at the same 
temperature. 

The unit cell volumes of materials with excess yttria as a 
function of JC for different sintering cycles are shown in 

Fig. 5(B). The graphs for sintered and HIPed materials at 
1750°C separate at JC = 0.4 because of the larger contact area 
and thereby larger sintering rates at higher pressures. The val
ues of the post-HIP material overlap with those of the sin
tered material for all JC values except 0.8. For materials HIPed 
at 1600°C the values for different compositions differ slightly 
because of the low reaction rate. 

Figure 6 shows graphs of the unit-cell parameters versus x 
for materials with excess AIN for different sintering cycles. 
The graphs show that the uptake of additives is favored by 
the increased pressure at higher JC values. The same trend was 
found for the other two compositional series examined. This 
is very probably due to the enhanced driving force for sinter
ing, but it should also be remembered that HIP provides a 
more closed environmental sintering system (glass encapsula
tion) than plain sintering. The drop in the graph for HIPed 
materials (JC > 0.6) at 1600°C can be explained by the low 
reaction rate leading to incomplete reactions. 

Figure 7 shows the cell parameter variation of sintered and 
HIPed materials (1750°C) along the reference line together 
with the results obtained by Mitomo et al.12 The results pre
sented by Mitomo were achieved by hot-pressing for 1 h at 
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Fig. 4. Amount of a-sialon, in percent of the crystalline phases, as 
a function of* for series II samples sintered by different methods. 
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Table I I . Cell Parameters Including Estimated Standard Deviations for a-Sialon Determined from X R D Data at.298 K 

Excess A I N Reference line Excess Y ; 0 . i Post-HIP 

X a (A) c (A) a (A) c (A) a (Å) c (A) 

HIP 1750°C 
0.1 7.7932[6] 5.6681[7] 7.7845[14] 5.6681[12] 7.7880[8] 5.6621[10] 
0.2 7.7953[4] 5.6746[4] 7.7946[3] 5.6730[5] 7.7918[4] 5.6687[6] 
0.3 7.7981[4] 5.6764[4] 7.7977[3] 5.6744[4] 
0.4 7.8047[4] 5.6849[5] 7.8019[3] 5.6817[4] 7.8038[3] 5.6827[4] 
0.6 7.8201[4] 5.6996[6] 7.8180[3] 5.6983[5] 7.8219[3] 5.6989[4] 
0.8 7.8321[3] 5.7086[4] 7.8301[5] 5.7076[7] 7.8261 [6] 5.7039[7] 
0.9 7.8335[4] 5.7112[7] 7.8314[7] 5.7105[6] 

HIP 1600°C 
0.1 7.7908[5] 5.6681[5] 7.7888[36] 5.6661[53] 7.7900[8] 5.6687[15] 
0.2 7.7965[4] 5.6776[5] 7.7984[9] 5.6817[7] 7.7995[7] 5.6797[6] 
0.3 7.8011 [4] 5.6847[5] 7.8001[4] 5.6816[5] 
0.4 7.8096[5] 5.6880[8] 7.8093[6] 5.6904[6] 7.8073[5] 5.6869[5] 
0.6 7.8178[4] 5.6976[4] 7.8141[5] 5.6952[5] 7.8143[3] 5.6949[3] 
0.8 7.8144[5] 5.6914[5] 7.8183[5] 5.6965[5] 7.8156[8] 5.6952[10] 
0.9 7.8183[6] 5.6966[6] 7.8184[3] 5.6954[4] 

Sintered 1750°C 
0.1 7.7953[4] 5.6756[6] 7.7950[5] 5.6745[7] 7.7879[4] 5.6633[6] 
0.2 7.7973[3] 5.6773[4] 7.7918[4] 5.6708[6] 7.7916[4] 5.6701[5] 7.7924[4] 5.6688[6] 
0.3 7.7981[4] 5.6790[4] 7.7964[4] 5.6757[5] 7.7966[4] 5.6749[5] 
0.4 7.8031[3] 5.6840[5] 7.8031[3] 5.6851[5] 7.8044[3] 5.6860[4] 7.8055[3] 5.6843[4] 
0.6 7.8117[3] 5.6898[3] 7.8127[4] 5.6928[4] 7.8125[4] 5.6946[4] 7.8137[5] 5.6922[5] 
0.8 7.8231[5] 5.6981[6] 7.8186[6] 5.6978[8] 7.8179[5] 5.6975[4] 7.8223[5] 5.6964[6] 
0.9 7.8181[5] 5.6987[4] 7.8199[4] 5.6972[5] 

14.7 MPa and 1750°C, using a powder with a larger surface 
area ( H . C . Starck, grade LC10) and accordingly a signifi
cantly higher oxygen content. The higher oxygen content ex
plains the difference at low x values, where a larger amount of 
liquid phase gives a faster reaction rate. The difference at 
higher* values is probably caused by the low solubility rate of 
larger grains in the liquid phase. 

(2) Microstructural Analysis 

The specimens HIPed at 1750°C and those post-HIPed 
were chosen for electron microscopy studies. The micro
graphs confirm the results from the X R D analyses and 
provide information about the intergranular phases present. 

Figure 8 shows the microstructures of series II HIPed ma
terials at 1750°C with excess yttria. The pictures were taken 
with use of a backscatter detector and thus depending on the 
ratio of yttrium, the dark areas for x = 0.2 correspond to 
/3-sialon, the lighter gray areas to a-sialon, and the white areas 

to an yttrium-rich intergranular phase. At x = 0.4 it can be 
seen that the structure consists mainly of a-sialon and 
"glass". A t x = 0.8 large, white areas of N-mellilite with sharp 
edges appear, together with long dark crystals of sialon poly
typoids which contain only light elements. In agreement with 
earlier investigations, the /3-sialon grains have a higher aspect 
ratio than the a-sialon grains.6 Figure 9 shows the micro-
structures of series II post-HIPed materials. As expected, a 
considerable grain growth has occurred depending on the 
longer sintering time. 

Insufficient compensation for excess oxygen in the compo
sitions and incomplete reactions probably lead to the residual 
intergranular phase evident in all materials. Point counting 
was used to determine the amount of the yttrium-rich inter
granular phase in the HIPed samples. As expected, the 
"glass" content increased with increasing oxygen/nitrogen ra
tio over the a-plane. However, the difference is insignificant 
at high x values. One reason for this might be that the yttria 
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Fig. 6. Unit-cell parameters for materials with excess AIN as a function of x: (A) the ö-axis. (B) the c-axis. 

is consumed in the formation of N-mellilitc, which has a 
smaller volume than the glass. The amount of intergranular 
phase varied between 6 and 25 vo\%. 

In addition to point counting, computer analyses were 
made on micrographs for both HIPed and post-HIPed samples 
of compositions with excess yttria, showing the amount of 
yttrium-rich (white) phase, in Fig. 10(A). No difference be
tween "glass" and melltlite has been made. The amounts of 
the a-sialon in HIPed and post-HIPed materials were also 
determined bv computer analvsis, and the results arc shown 
in Fig. 10(B)." 

The most striking feature in the computer analysis was the 
difference between HIPed and post-HIPed samples at.v = 0.3 
and x = 0.4. The percentage of intergranular phase for post-
HIPed samples was only half of the amount for the HIPed 
materials. This difference was attributed to the longer time 
for diffusion for the post-HIPed materials. At x = 0.4, no 
/3-sialon is detectable in the post-HIPed samples while the 
HIPed samples contained approximately 5% /3-sialon. Com
paring the grain size and grain shape for the post-HIPed and 
HIPed materials, it was noted that the longer sintering time 
for the post-HIPed materials also led to a somewhat coarser 
grain size and better crystallized grains (sharper edges). 

(3) Physical Properties 

The Vickers hardness (HV10) and the indentation fracture 
toughness (KIC) were measured for HIPed and post-HIPed 
materials at room temperature. The results for the HIPed ma
terials are shown in Fig. 11. The general trend was that the 

"composite" a- and /3-sialon materials showed the optimum 
fracture toughness at about x = 0.1, whereas the a-sialon 
ceramic was very hard but brittle for higher values of jr. 

The samples HIPed at 1750°C show a somewhat lower 
hardness and a higher fracture toughness than the samples 
HIPed at 1600=C, probably because of the large amount of 
unreacted a-Si-,N4 in the material sintered at the lower tem
perature. The highest hardness values were obtained when 
0.2 < x < 0.6. in good agreement with the increase of the 
a-sialon content. The drop that occurred at higher A: values 
can be explained by the decrease in a phase content and the 
increasing amount of glassy phase. The decrease in the KK 

values that occurs for x > 0.1 for the 1750°C material was 
greatest for samples with excess yttria and a low oxygen/ 
nitrogen ratio. By adding an excess of AIN, this decrease can 
obviously bc avoided at least up to x = 0.4. 

Comparing the HIPed and post-HIPed materials the differ
ence is only marginal (Fig. 12). At x = 0.3 the post-HIPed 
material seems to have both higher hardness and fracture 
toughness than the HIPed material probably because of a bet
ter developed microstructure, while at x = 0.4 the fracture 
toughness drops to a lower value. The latter could perhaps be 
explained by the remainder of elongated ß-sialon grains in 
the HIPed samples (see Section 111(2)). 

The physical properties are influenced by the content and 
morphology of phases formed due to overall composition and 
processing variables. The optimum combination of hardness 
and toughness is dependent on the ultimate use of the ceramic, 
and the a-sialon is not suited for applications demanding 
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toughness. The extremely good hardness implies a good be
havior in applications where particle erosion and abrasive 
wear dominate. In comparison with HIPed single-phase ß-
sialon ceramics'' the toughness is similar, but the hardness is 
significantly higher for the a-sialon. 

IV. Conclusions 

The results of this study show that it is possible to prepare 
very hard sialon materials with a-sialon as the major con
stituent. Using HIP, fully dense materials were obtained after 
2 h at 1600°C or 1 h at 1750°C. In the former case unreacted 
a - S i 3 N 4 was present, which might contribute to the high 
hardness, and these materials were also fairly brittle. HIP at 
1750°C transformed all starting materials, but the formation 
of a-sialon had not reached equilibrium after only 1 h. This 

leads to a considerable amount of intergranular phase in the 
microstructure. 

Using a two-step sintering method with sintering at 1750°C 
for 1 h followed by post-HIPing at the same temperature for 
1 h renders a material close to theoretical density with a well-
developed structure consisting of a large amount of a-sialon. 
The hardness and fracture toughness are about the same as 
for HIPed material but no remainder of ß-sialon is present in 
the final material. In this study it was necessary to add extra 
yttria in order to get closed porosity in the first step but the 
same goal could probably be reached by using a finer S i 3 N 4 

starting material (greater surface area). Even though large 
amounts of yttria were added, post-HIPed materials contain 
smaller amounts of intergranular phase than HIPed probably 
because of the lack of ß-sialon formation and the longer sin
tering time. The cell parameter measurements show that the 
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Fig. 12. Vickers hardness, H V U ) , and indentation toughness, K R , for HIPed and post-HIPed materials (series II) 

1.0 

competition between formation of different phases due to 
pressure and amount of additives affects the cell volume of 
a-sialon, whereas within the compositional range of "pure" 
a-sialon 0.4 < x < 0.6 both higher pressure and higher 
amount of liquid phase enhance the increase of the cell 
volume. 
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ABSTRACT 

Reaction bonding and post sintering of silicon nitride / oxynitride was investigated as a route to 
fabricate a material with good oxidation resistance and good high temperature strength. Silicon 
powders, mixed with 0, 2, 4, 8 and 16 wt% silica, were CIPed at 150 MPa and nitrided using 
the nitrogen demand principle. Four different nitriding gas compositions were used, consisting 
of different amounts of hydrogen, argon and helium mixed with nitrogen. Post sintering at 
atmospheric pressure and by HIP at 160 MPa were investigated to densify the materials. 
Samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction, SEM and Hg-porosimetry in both the nitrided 
and sintered state. 

The a/ß silicon nitride ratio after nitriding varied with gas composition and decreased with 
increasing silica content. During nitriding, some of the silica was transformed to silicon 
oxynitride, and the porosity of the nitrided samples was 25-35 %. Nitridation in the presence of 
hydrogen and helium, respectively, resulted in a larger amount of residual silicon. Fracture 
surfaces show a submicron grain size with grains in clusters. The porosity becomes coarser 
with increasing silica percentage, and the clusters become more obvious. This has been 
confirmed by Hg-porosimetry measurements. Post sintering at atmospheric pressure at 1750 °C 
for two hours does not increase the bulk density, but increases the density locally in the 
clusters, increases the pore size and decreases the a/ß silicon nitride ratio. HIPing at 1750 °C 
and 160 MPa for two hours resulted in complete transformation to ß and a considerable increase 
in density. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reaction bonding and post sintering of reaction bonded silicon nitride as a route for fabrication 
of components for structural applications has been a topic of research for some time. This is 
mainly because of RBSN's good high temperature properties and low shrinkage upon post 
sintering. Several review papers on the formation of RBSN have been published [1, 2, 3, 4, 
5], and factors such as nitriding gas composition, presence of impurities, temperature and time 
influence on the formation of silicon nitride were discussed. It is important to understand how 
the microstructure of RBSN can be affected to produce the most suitable structure for post 
sintering. 

a silicon nitride is mainly proposed to form from vapour phase and ß mainly from liquid 
phase. For the vapour phase reaction volatilazation of silicon is essential and is known to be 
hindered by surface silica . For post sintering purposes a high a/ß ratio is of great importance as 
the transformation of a to ß silicon nitride aids densification, and the effect of silica therefore 
must be taken into consideration. 
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The effect of hydrogen in the nitriding gas has been investigated [6] as means for 
reducing this problem. Hydrogen seemes to increase the volitalization of the silica layer in the 
initial stage of nitridation. This volitalization of the silica to SiO gas leaves the silicon surface 
free for reaction and thereby increases the reaction rate and formation of a. The influence of 
other gases on the reaction bonding process has also been reported [7, 8]. Additions of helium 
and hydrogen to the nitridation gas increases the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture leading 
to lower temperature gradients. Argon and helium increase the viscosity of the nitriding gas and 
thereby control the flow rate of nitrogen, so that the risk of local overheating in the compact is 
decreased. 

Other factors that have been found to be important in increasing the a content are low 
nitriding temperatures and slow reaction rates. Due to more nucleation a finer structure is also 
achieved. Impurities on the other hand can lead to formation of a liquid phase below 1200 °C 
leading to the formation of more ß silicon nitride and a coarser structure. Commercial silicon, 
for example, contains Fe, Ca and Al. Iron is known to aid the disrupting of the oxide layer on 
silicon and is therefore often a desired impurity. 

For post sintering, sintering aids are necessary. They can be added to the silicon before 
nitriding or infiltrated into the RBSN material. In the first case the additives affect the 
nitridation. An investigation has been made on nitriding with different oxides present [9]. A 
silicon / 8% silica mixture was nitrided in a gas mixture of nitrogen and 5% hydrogen at 1250 
°C. The silica did not seem to affect the nitridation to any great extent even though some 
decrease in conversion to silicon nitride was observed. Silicon oxynitride was also formed. 

Post sintering [10, 11] and post HIPing [12, 13, 14] has mainly been performed at 
temperatures >1800 °C and 1700-2000 °C respectively. The sintering aids were mainly 
magnesia, yttria and alumina. HIPing produced materials close to theoretical density while less 
dense materials were obtained by sintering. 

The aim of this investigation is to achieve an understanding of how RBSN, containing 
different amounts of silica, should be produced for successful post sintering to a dense Si3N4 / 
Si2N20 material. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Five mixtures of silicon with additives of silica and binder, from KemaNord, were used: 0, 2, 
4, 8 and 16 w% Si02- Powders used for the mixtures were Sicomill 4D and Aerosil silica with 
5 w% PEG. The powders were compacted by CIPing in silicon rubber molds to sizes 
35x25x15 mm at a pressure of 150 MPa. Binder was removed by stepwise firing up to a 
temperature of 500 °C in hydrogen atmosphere. Nitriding was performed using the nitrogen 
demand principle up to 1450 °C with four different gas compositions: 
1. 50 mbar Ar + 950 mbar N 2 

2. 50 mbar Ar + 20 mbar H 2 + 930 mbar N 2 

3. 20 mbar H 2 + 980 mbar N 2 

4. 50 mbar He + 950 mbar N 2 

The first nitridation was run at a slower rate than the three other. The first and third runs were 
interrupted and restarted, due to equipment malfunction. 

One sample of each composition from the first and second nitridation run was sintered at 
atmospheric pressure in 1750 °C for two hours in a silicon nitride powder bed. This sintering 
was performed at SCI in Gothenburg, Sweden. An identical set of samples was HIPed at 160 
MPa in 1750 °C for two hours at ABB Cerama in Robertsfors, Sweden. 

All reaction bonded and post sintered samples were analyzed by X-ray diffraction for 
identification of present phases. Densities were measured by the water immersion technique for 
all reaction bonded and sintered materials. Microstructures were studied by SEM for sintered 
and reaction bonded samples from the first and second nitridation run. Hg-porosimetry was 
done on a number of samples. 
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RESULTS 

Phases 
X-ray diffraction data show that a and ß silicon nitride is formed during nitridation. For 
increasing additions of silica also silicon oxynitride is formed in increasing amounts. At an 
addition of 16% silica, the amount of silicon oxynitride formed, is approximately 12-15 %. 

The ratio of a to ß silicon nitride varies with nitridation gas composition and silica content 
according to fig la. In this figure it is seen that small additions of silica increase the a ratio for 
all conditions while larger additions decrease the same. Other significant trends shown in this 
figure are that samples nitrided slowly in argon have the highest a ratio, between 0.6 and 0.8 
and that those nitrided in argon+hydrogen and helium have the lowest ratio, between 0.4 and 
0.6. Besides affecting the a to ß ratio, the gas composition and silica addition affects the 
amount of unreacted silicon. For all compsitions nitrided in Ar and Ar+H the unreacted silicon 
was only a few percent. Nitridation in H gave higher amounts of residual silicon for all 
samples, with the largest amounts at 0 and 8 percent silica. Nitridation in helium resulted in 
higher amounts of unreacted silicon in the sample without silica addition and almost no reaction 
at all took place in the sample with 16 percent silica. 

Figure lb shows the a to ß ratio for materials post sintered at atmospheric pressure after 
nitriding in Ar and Ar+H, respectively. It is seen that the trends shown for nitrided and post 
sintered materials are similar. It is however noted that some of the a silicon nitride transforms 
to ß and therefore the ratios are reduced. This transformation is larger in samples with more ß 
silicon nitride. When HIPing is used all a silicon nitride transforms to ß. 
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Microstructure 
Fracture surfaces of the nitrided and sintered samples from the first (Ar) and second (Ar+H) 
nitridation run were investigated. For the nitrided samples it appears that the porosity grows 
coarser with increases in silica addition and that submicron grains are present in denser clusters, 
see fig 2a-b. At high Si0 2 contents there are also some large grains present. The main 
difference between the two nitridation runs seems to be that the first nitridation run mainly has 
smaller pores, more evenly distributed, while the pores are coarser in the second nitridation run 
with denser areas present,see fig 2c. After post sintering denser areas tend to become even 
more dense and the large pores grow. The grain size increases somewhat but still submicron 
grains are present, see fig 2d. 

Figure 2. Fracture surfaces at the magnification of 10 OOOx where —— equals 1 |im. 
a) 2% Si0 2 nitrided in Ar. b) 16% Si0 2 nitrided in Ar. c) 2% Si0 2 nitrided in 
Ar+H. d) 16% Si0 2 nirtided in Ar and postsintered at 1750 °C. 
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Density and porosity 
The density trends for the different nitriding runs seem to be similar. With increasing silica 
addition a decrease in density can be observed, see fig 3a. Highest densities are obtained for 
samples from the argon and helium runs. After post sintering at atmospheric pressure the 
densities change only slightly in most cases, which can be seen in fig 3b, while a larger 
increase in density occurs after post HIPing. 
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Density variations with silica addition for materials a) nitrided in different gas 
mixtures, b) post sintered and post HIPed materials nitrided in Ar and Ar+H, 
S= sintered and H=HIPed. 

The open porosity is high, 25-35 % in the as nitrided samples, and increases after post 
sintering in all samples but the 4% S1O2 composition where it is constant for the argon gas 
containing run and decreases for the argon+hydrogen run. Post HIPing decreases the amount 
of open porosity in all cases. Porosimetry confirms the observed microstructures by showing 
an increase in pore size with silica addition, see fig 4a. This behavior has been found for other 
oxide additives earlier [15]. There is also a difference between the first and second nitriding 
run. In samples with no addition this difference is larger than at 16% silica addition. After post 
sintering both pore size and the percentage of pores increases, see fig 4b. 

a) pore diameter (microns) b) p o r e diameter (microns) 

Figure 4. Curnmulative pore volume plotted against pore diameter for materials with 0 and 
16% silica addition a) nitrided in Ar and Ar+H b) nitrided in Ar+H and post 
sintered at 1750 °C. 
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DISCUSSION 

Both the influence of different gases and the presence of silica on the nitriding behaviour 
described in the literature seems to agree with this investigation. The importance of the different 
mechanisms, however, varies somewhat. 

The explanation for the highest a silicon nitride content observed in the argon run is 
obviously the longer reaction bonding time allowed. The hydrogen run gives only slightly 
lower values at low silica additions but drops at high additions. This is probably because of the 
hydrogen's reaction with silica. Hydrogen gives rise to increased nucleation of a silicon nitride 
at low silica additions, when most of the silica is volatilized. At higher additions not all of the 
silica is volatilized, and the formation of silicon oxynitride and ß silicon nitride starts to 
compete with the formation of a silicon nitride. When both argon and hydrogen are present the 
effect of hydrogen seems to be less pronounced. The helium addition results in materials with 
the least a formed. It is interesting to see that at a 2% addition of silica the highest formation of 
a silicon nitride is observed for all nitridation runs. One explanation might be that the formation 
of oxynitride, competing with a silicon nitride, at this silica addition still is low and the 
increased evaporation of SiO gives rise to more a formation. The content of residual silicon is 
largest in the hydrogen run. Here the reaction probably has been too fast due to the accelerating 
effect of hydrogen. Compositions with no and 16% silica are most incompletely reacted. The 
helium run also has more unreacted silicon. 

After post sintering at atmospheric pressure at 1750 °C only a small percentage of a 
transforms to ß. This is probably due to only a small amount of liquid being present at the 
sintering temperature leading to an incomplete reaction. Most silica reacted to silicon oxynitride 
in the nitriding process but a small amount could have stayed unreacted, forming a liquid with 
impurities. Unreacted silicon would also form a liquid. Small additions of silicon have been 
seen to increase the transformation of a to ß [17]. The greater transformation of a to ß in 
samples with more ß could be a consequence of the already formed ß acting as growth sites 
[16]. After HIPing all a transformed to ß. In the HIPing process the pressure increased the 
diffusion rate and total transformation was possible. 

The investigation of fracture surfaces showed that the materials from the first nitridation 
run (Ar) have a more homogeneous structure with smaller pores and that materials from the 
second run (Ar+H) have denser areas with larger pores in between. According to the 
micrographs and Hg-porosimetry measurements, this difference is most noticable at low silica 
additions while the difference is much smaller at the 16% addition. The finer structure at low 
silica additions is likely due to the slow reaction rate of the Ar run while for the high silica 
additions the formation of SiO gas is increased and gas composition is less important. The 
structure of these high silica materials is more coarse with dense regions. The denser areas 
could be due to hydrogen increasing the reaction rate and the increasing likelihood for forming 
small quantities of melt, ß is believed mainly to form from liquid phase and ß formation is also 
noticed to have increased in the hydrogen containing sample, indicating the presence of more 
liquid phase. It is interesting to note that the density of the argon+hydrogen run is consistently 
higher than the density of the argon run even though the pore volume is the same according to 
the Hg-porosimetry. This is probabably a result of the fact that the materials obtained in the 
two different runs have slightly different phase compositions. The general decrease of density 
with increasing silica content is due to the formation of silicon oxynitride and residual silica. 

Microstructures, Hg-porosimetry and density measurements also show that the pore size 
increases with post sintering. A possible reason for this increase in pore size is that the residual 
silica forms a small amount of liquid phase with present impurities and is drawn into regions 
with smaller pores by capillary force. This would leave larger pores behind and increase the 
measured pore size. Figure Id shows a microstructure in which microporosity appears to have 
densified. The exception to this is the 4% silica addition composition in both nitridation runs 
where density increases. Here the percentage of liquid is probably too low to enlarge the larger 
pores but high enough to allow some densification in the smallest pore areas. Due to the higher 
diffusion rate, caused by applied pressure, post HIPing can densify the materials to a higher 
degree. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that the effect of hydrogen additions to the nitriding gas, on a formation, is 
decreased with larger additions of silica in the samples. The silica additions increase the pore 
size in both nitrided and post sintered (atm pressure) samples. Neither post sintering (atm 
pressure) nor post HIPing at 1750 °C was able to densify the samples, but post HIPing 
increased the density. The highest percentage a silicon nitride was formed by using a slower 
reaction rate. Similar amounts of a silicon nitride were obtained when nitriding low silica 
samples with hydrogen at a faster rate, but larger amounts of unreacted silicon remained. 
Nitriding samples containing silica resulted in silicon oxynitride formation. This together with 
the pore coarsening makes silica unsuitable as sintering aid for post sintering. Small silica 
additions on the other hand seem to promote the formation of a silicon nitride and could be 
successfully utilized in the reaction bonding process. 
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REACTION BONDING AND POST SINTERING OF cc-SIALONS 

Alena ASHKIN and Daniel ASHKIN 

Luleå University of Technology, Dept. of Materials and Manufacturing 
Engineering, 951 87 Luleå, Sweden 

a-sialon compositions mixed from silicon, aluminum nitride and y t t r i a 
powders were nitrided in different gas mixtures and then post sintered. The 
post sintering was conducted with a hold time of 2h at atmospheric pressure 
and 1750 °C, HIPing at 160 MPa and 1750 °C, and HIPing at 160 MPa and 
1850°C. The goal was to obtain dense, fine grained a-sialon materials wi th low 
amounts of residual glass. This was achieved when fine grained additives were 
used and the material was post HIPed at 1750 °C. A hardness of 1950 Hvio 
resulted- Fine grained additives also led to a sialon formation already in the 
nitriding process and enhanced nitridation at a lower temperature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although a-sialons have been a topic of investigation for some time 1*2,3̂  single 

phase a-sialon has not been afforded much attention, mainly due to its brittleness. 

The high hardness and good high temperature properties, however, make i t very 

interesting. The general route of formation of a-sialons has been from silicon 

nitride, aluminum nitride and different metal oxides. Of these oxides yt tr ia is the 

most widely used because of its good refractory properties, a-sialon has the 

advantage over silicon nitride that the liquid present to aid densification can be 

incorporated into the structure as the sialon is formed. This means that a-sialons 

can be sintered at lower temperatures than pure silicon nitride but still have very 

good high temperature properties i f low glass content is achieved. The aim of this 

investigation was to make a dense a-sialon material wi th low amount residual 

glass by use of nitridation followed by post sintering, instead of sintering directly 

from silicon nitride powders. By nitriding a finer grained material can be obtained. 

Nitriding wi th post sintering has previously been applied to ß sialons by Pompe 4. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The composition chosen for the a-sialon was Y x(Sii2-4x> Al4 .5 X )(Oi .5 X ,Ni6-i .5x) 

with x=0.4. Samples of this composition were prepared from silicon, y t t r ia and 

aluminum nitride powders (Table 1). Powders marked with * were used in the first 

4 batches of samples (nitridation run 1-4) while the finer yt t r ia and aluminum 

nitride were used for nitridation run 5. For comparison samples of pure Sicomill 

4D were also prepared. 
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Table 1 Powders used for sample preparation 

S i Sicomill 4D, KemaNord, D50=5mm 
Y2O3 Rhone-Poulenc, D50=1.33mm *, H . C . Starck, Feinst, D50<0.5mm 
A I N H . C . Starck, D50=l lmm *, H.C.Starck grade C, Dso=1.3mm 

The powders were mixed, roller milled 18h, dried and then shaped by CIPing at 

150 MPa pressure. Nitr iding was then performed using the nitrogen demand 

principle wi th the different schedules and gas mixtures shown in Table 2. After 

nitriding, samples were post sintered in different ways (Table 2). 

Table 2 Nitriding conditions 

No NITRIDING CONDITIONS POST 
GAS M I X T U R E T E M P E R A T U R E H E A T I N G R A T E T I M E / P R E S S U R E S I N T E R I N G 

1 N2+5%Ar 

2 N2+5%Ar+2%H2 

3 N2+2%Ar 

4 N2+5%He 

5 N2+5%Ar+2%H2 

1150°C 
1420°C 
1420°C 
1450 °C 
1450 °C 

holdtime 1 h 
0.04 °C/min 
holdtime 8.3 h 
0.04 °C/min 
max, hold 10h 

20 min/ 
AP=10 mbar 

10 min/ 

AP=30 mbar 
same as above 

same as above 

same as above 

a) atm press. 
1750°C, 2h 

b) H I P 160 MPa 
1750°C, 2h 

c) H I P 160 MPa 
1850°C, 2h 

a) b) c) 

b) c) 

b) c) 

same cycle as above 

same cycle as above 

same cycle as above 

same cycle as above 

Both nitrided and post sintered samples were then analyzed by x-ray diffraction to 

determine the relative amounts of silicon nitride and sialon phases by comparing 

intensities. Density and Hg-porosimetry measurements were made in order to 

determine pore sizes and volume of porosity. Densities were measured by the water 

immersion technique. Microstructures were characterized from polished dense 

samples using the backscatter mode in SEM. Hardness and Kic were measured 

using the method of Anstis 5. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Nitridation and XRD 

By monitoring the amount of nitrogen gas consumed during the nitridation 

runs i t was observed that the major reaction rate maximum for pure silicon 

samples was close to the melting point of silicon. I n samples of a-s ialon 
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composition more reaction occured at temperatures around 1200 °C and most of 

the silicon had reacted to silicon nitride/sialon at 1350 °C. 

In the f irst 4 runs nitridation of silicon samples wi th coarse AIN and yt t r ia 

powders resulted in a reaction product of mainly silicon nitride with different a/ß 

ratios depending on nitriding gas (Table 3). Some of the added yttria reacted to form 

YSiC»2N, while most of the AIN remained. A small amount of a sialon might also 

have been formed. Ni t r id ing wi th He resulted i n incomplete silicon nitride 

formation. Compared to the a-sialon composition the a /ß ratio of nitrided pure 

silicon was higher when nitrided in Ar and in H2, and lower for the other gases. 

Post sintering of the a-sialon composition for 2 hours at atmospheric pressure 

led to a transformation of the a silicon nitride to a-sialon, while the ß silicon nitride 

stayed unreacted. Residual yttr ia formed mellilite (Si3N4»Y203) and glass upon 

cooling. Small amounts of AIN could also be found. HIPing increased the degree of 

transformation and at the higher HIPing temperature, 1850 °C, most of the silicon 

nitride transformed to a-sialon. 

Table 3: Relative content of silicon nitride and sialon phases where a + a ' + ß + ß ' = l 0 0 % 

Ni tr id ing Nitrided Sintered H I P H I P 
R u n 1750°C 1750°C 1850°C 

atm pressure 160 MPa 160 MP 
1 a 56% 

5% A r a ' 55% 70% 92% 

P 44% 45% 23% 3% 

ß' 7% 5% 
2 a 58% 

5%Ar + a 52% 73% 91% 
2% H 2 ß 42% 48% 22% 6% 

ß' 5% 3% 
3 a 68% 3% 

2 % H 2 a ' 73% 76% 

ß 32% 20% 16% 

ß' 7% 5% 
4 a 62% 3% 

5% He * a ' 60% 87% 

ß 38% 33% 6% 

ß' 7% 3% 
5 a 34% 

5%Ar + a 25% 91% 
2 % H 2 ß 

ß' 

41% 9% 

* Note that a fair amount of silicon is present in this composition. 

The nitr iding gas influence is more pronounced in samples nitrided in hydrogen 

or helium. Both lead to a higher a silicon nitride content after nitriding, but lower 

a-sialon content after HIPing. In nitriding run 5 finer AIN and yttria were used. 

This led to a high degree of a-sialon formation already during the nitriding process 

and formation of mellilite. Small amounts of intermediate yttria phases could be 
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seen at this stage as well as unreacted aluminum nitride. During HIPing at 1750 

°C the material readily transformed to a-sialon wi th a small amount residual ß. 

This compares well with a sialons made by the regular powder-HIP method 6. 

3.3. Density and porosimetry 

Nitrided a sialon composition samples had a bulk density of around 2.4, which 

after sintering at atmospheric pressure increased to 2.7 and after HIPing to 3.3, 

which is close to the theoretical density of this material. Analysis of the nitrided 

samples by Hg-porosimetry showed that in pure silicon the pore size, but not total 

pore volume, was affected by nitriding conditions (run 1 and 2). The smaller pore 

size can be correlated to the higher content of a silicon nitride formed in run 1. For 

the samples of a-sialon composition there was no significant influence of nitriding 

gases on either pore size or pore volume (see Fig la). The first nitriding run is an 

apparent exception but this is probably due to the lower nitriding rate (see Table 2), 

possibly leading to increased volatilization and thereby lower density. No difference 

in the results of porosimetry measurements of samples nitrided from powders 

wi th different additive particle size (nitriding runs 2 and 5) was observed. As 

shown in Fig. l b , sintering of the sialon composition samples at atmospheric 

pressure led to a reduction of pore volume but a small increase in pore size. This is 

to be expected during partial densification by l iquid phase sintering. The 

differences between nitriding cycles are reduced after sintering. 
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to samples post sintered at 1750 °C 
at atm. pressure (SI and S2) 

3.4 Microstructure 

Even after HIP treatments the microstructure of samples from batches 1-4 

were rather inhomogeneous. Microanalysis showed that the AIN did not dissolve 
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ful ly at 1750 °C and formed large clusters of AIN grains (see Fig 2a). The areas 

around the AIN grains consisted of a-sialon and on the outskirts of these areas ß 

silicon nitride and some ß-sialon was found. During HIPing at 1850 °C the AIN 

grains dissolved but still left a pattern of ß behind (Fig 2b). The higher temperature 

also led to a larger grain size. HIPing nitrided samples wi th smaller additive 

particle sizes (batch 5) at 1750 °C for 2h led to a homogeneous structure of mainly a-

sialon (Fig 2c). Compared to the silicon nitride powder-HIP technique 6 wi th the 

same sintering parameters (Fig 2d), smaller grain sizes and possibly lower 

amounts of residual glass can be achieved. 

— — 3 microns — — 3 microns 

FIGURE 2 SEM micrographs of polished dense a sialon samples (BEI) 
a) HIP 1750 °C, coarse additives b) HIP 1850 °C, coarse additives 
c) HIP 1750 °C, fine additives d) sialon prepared from silicon nitride 
precursor, HIP 1750 °C . 

3.5 Hardness and Indentation Fracture Toughness 

The hardnesses of the dense nitr ided materials were rather similar, 

independent of nitriding gas, additive particle size and HIP cycle (see Figure 3). 

The exceptions are materials from nitr iding run 4 which contained residual 

silicon leading to a considerably lower hardness. In the diagram a comparison is 
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made wi th a-sialon materials of the same composition made from silicon nitride 

powder 6 using the regular route, HIPed at 200 MPa for l h at 1600 °C and 1750 °C. 

The nitrided materials have a generally higher hardness than the sample HIPed 

at 1750 °C and very similar hardness to the sample HIPed at 1600 °C. The sample 

HIPed at 1600 °C contained residual unreacted silicon nitride while the sample 

HIPed at the higher temperature consisted mainly of a-sialon. 

The results of the K j c measurements are shown in Fig. 4. Among the nitrided 

samples toughness appears to be improved by the use of hydrogen in the nitriding 

gas and by the higher HIP temperature, but adversely affected by the presence of 

free silicon (batch 4). The toughness of the sialon prepared wi th fine additives 

(batch 5) is also significantly lower, which indicates that toughness is enhanced by 

the inhomogeneous microstructure of the materials produced wi th coarse 

additives. The range of toughness of the nitrided materials is comparable to that of 

materials prepared from silicon nitride precursor. 

2100 

FIGURE 3 Vickers hardness (10kg load) for different dense a-sialon materials. 
l-5R=nitrid. runs, 1H=HIP 1750°C, 2H=HIP 1850 °C, ref H17=reference 

material HIP 1750 °C, ref H16=reference material HIP 1600 °C. 

FIGURE 4 Kic measurements for different dense a-sialon materials. 1-5R= 
nitriding runs, 1H=HIP 1750 °C, 2H=HIP 1850 °C, ref H17=reference 
material HIP 1750 °C, ref H16=reference material HIP 1600 °C. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

A noticable difference was observed between the nitriding behaviour of pure 

silicon and the a-sialon composition. Pure silicon nitrided to a and ß silicon nitride 

wi th the main reaction rate maximum close to the melting temperature of silicon. 

The sialon composition wi th coarse AIN reacted to silicon nitride and YSi02N, 

leaving most of the AIN unreacted. The yttria in this composition probably forms a 

liquid phase together wi th the silica and alumina present on the Si and AIN 

powder surfaces, when the exothermic nitridation reaction leads to a local 

temperature increase. Such liquid formation would explain the observed change of 

the nitridation reaction rate maximum from just below the melting point of silicon 

to = 1200 °C. Pompe 4 has shown that ß silicon nitride can form in larger quantities 

than expected during nitridation in ß sialon compositions and Edwards ' that an 

addition of clay to Si/SiC led to the formation of O' and ß sialons during nitridation. 

Both authors suggested that this was due to liquid formation by the additives at the 

nitriding temperature. In the sialon composition containing fine AIN and yttr ia i t 

is suggested that the same type of liquid phase forms, but the AIN is fine enough to 

dissolve into the liquid and a more extensive a-sialon formation becomes possible. 

Under normal circumstances a sialon does not start forming unti l temperatures of 

1400-1500 °C but i t is probable that the heat produced within the compact by the 

exothermic nitridation reaction raises the internal temperature sufficiently for a-

sialon to be formed. 

The a/ß silicon nitride ratio in the nitrided a-sialon samples was influenced by 

the nitridation conditions but i t did not result in any major differences in pore 

structure. Influence of nitriding gas has been reported extensively for pure silicon 

in previous studies 9,10,11. That the presence of hydrogen increased the a yield is 

consistent wi th these investigations. The influence of different additives has also 

been reported 12 The role of additive particle size i n the nitridation of sialon 

compositions has however not been discussed. I t has been shown i n this 

investigation that the choice of the additive particle size altered the microstructure 

after ni tr iding as well as the mechanical properties after post sintering. Small 

additive particle sizes lead to a considerable a-sialon formation already during the 

ni t r id ing process and give a more homogeneous microstructure at a lower 

temperature in the f inal post sintered product. Large additive particle sizes can 

lead to inhomogeneous microstructures, but also interesting mechanical 

properties. Compared to the traditional way of making a-sialons, nitr iding wi th 

post sintering can offer smaller grain sizes and possibly less residual glassy 

phase. A homogeneous, fine-grained structure wi th low aspect ratios and low 

amounts of glassy phase gives a hard but brittle material, wi th presumably good 

high temperature properties. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

a-sialon wi th a fine-grained homogeneous microstucture, small amounts of 

residual glass and high hardness can be prepared by the nitridation of mixtures of 

Si, AIN and Y2O3 followed by a post-HIP treatment. The nitridation reaction rate 

maximum is changed from a temperature close to the melting point of silicon 

down to around 1200 °C. I t is suggested that this is due to liquid formation at this 

temperature. The liquid formation is caused by the additives and the exothermic 

heat from the silicon nitride formation, leading to a sialon formation at such a low 

temperature input. 
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T. Ekström* 

Dept. of Inorganic Chemistry, Arrhenius Laboratory, Stockholm University, 

Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

A powder mixture of ct-Si3N4, AIN and Y2O3 corresponding to an yttrium a-

sialon composition, Y0.4Si10.2Al1.sO0.6N15.4/ was sintered both in a high 

temperature X-ray diffraction unit and in a regular sintering furnace. X-ray 

analysis was performed and it was shown that high temperature X-ray diffraction 

can be used to monitor the kinetics of the a-sialon phase formation during 

sintering at temperatures between 1450 and 1580 °C as the reactions take place. A 

variety of yttrium-rich intermediate and secondary phases formed during 

sintering; those formed in the HT-XRD unit were not the same as those formed 

in the regular sintering furnace, but they do not significantly influence the 

overall reaction sequence or the amount a-sialon formed. Quantitative analysis 

of the acquired data was used to evaluate the kinetics of the a-sialon phase 

formation; the estimated activation energy of the initial stage a-sialon formation 

was 330 kJ/mol. After this initial stage of relatively rapid a-sialon formation the 

process became inhibited. 

* Industrial Research Limited, Lower Hütt, New Zealand 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The sialons are a group of ceramic compounds corresponding to the a and ß 

form of silicon nitride, in which silicon and nitrogen atoms have been 

substituted in part by aluminium and oxygen.1 Unlike a silicon nitride which 

transforms to ß silicon nitride at high temperatures, a sialon can be stabilized by 

metal ions such as yttrium. The a sialons are characterised by good thermal 

shock resistance and high hardness which is retained to quite high 

temperatures.2 They have therefore potential as materials for high temperature 

applications. 

The present work concerns the formation of an yttrium a-sialon with the ideal 

composition Y0.4(Siio.2,Ali.8)(Oo.6/Ni5.4) by reactive sintering of an appropriate 

mixture of silicon nitride, aluminium nitride and yttria powders. This 

composition is predicted to yield pure a sialon with some glassy phase upon 

completion of the reaction. Reactions of similar compositions have been studied 

earlier by means of sintering plus quenching experiments and the general 

sequence of reactions at temperatures between 1000 and 1750 °C has been 

documented. 3" 7 It involves the formation of an oxide liquid and then solution of 

Si3N 4 and A I N into it, forming an yttrium-containing oxynitride melt f rom 

which a-sialon is precipitated. Besides a-sialon, intermediate and secondary 

phases like Y A M ( Y 4 A I 5 O 9 ) , J-ss (Y 4 Al2-xSix0 9 -xN x ), YAG ( Y 3 A I 5 O 1 2 ) and N -

melilite (Y2Si30 3N4) are found depending on temperatures and starting 

compositions, a-sialon forms at as low a temperature as 1400 °C when 

dissolution of the two nitrides, S13N4 and AIN, becomes significant. 4 ' 6 At this 

temperature the amount of liquid is still low but it increases with temperature as 

the extent of the liquid phase field increases. However, for a given temperature 

the amount of available liquid decreases as the reaction to a-sialon proceeds and 

yttria, oxygen and aluminum are substituted into the structure. 

In studies of crystallization of intergranular glass phase in sialon ceramics it has 

been noted that the O / N ratio of both the bulk composition and the liquid phase 

as well as the temperature play a major role in determining which phases 

crystallize out. 8 ' 9 The composition, quantity, and viscosity of the liquid phase has 

also been reported to strongly influence densification. 1 0 These factors might be 

expected to complicate the kinetics of a-sialon formation. In the present work, 

the sensitivity of a-sialon formation to intermediate and secondary phases, 

sintering conditions and controlled changes in compositions was studied. 
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The study of phase formation in ceramic materials is often impeded by 

difficulties in following the course of reactions at elevated temperatures. 

Generally reactions are studied by "quenching" a series of samples at different 

stages of the reaction. This approach is adequate for slower reactions such as those 

controlled solely by solid state diffusion. If fast transformations occur during 

cooling, it is hard to retain a high-temperature state unless special experimental 

conditions are used. For example it has recently been shown that the a-sialon 

phase with large stabilizing ions decomposes unexpectedly rapidly upon cooling 

when a liquid phase is present.11 An alternative to the quenching technique is 

offered by high temperature X-ray diffraction (HT-XRD). This permits study of 

reactions as they proceed; the uncertainty associated with quenching is avoided 

and the kinetics of reactions can be determined far less arduously. A potential 

drawback of the method is that it can only observe a thin zone of material close to 

the free surface of a sample which may not give a true representation of realistic 

bulk sintering conditions. One of the purposes of this work was to apply HT-XRD 

to a study of the reactions during the sintering of the a-sialon and to compare the 

observations with the results of conventional sintering. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Powder mixtures were prepared from the starting materials, silicon nitride (H.C. 

Starck, Berlin, Grade LCI), aluminum nitride (H.C. Starck, Berlin, Grade A) and 

yttrium oxide (H.C. Starck, Berlin, Grade >99.8% Y2O3) to correspond to x=0.4 in 

the formula Yx(Sii2-4.5X/Ai4.5x)(Oi.5X/Ni6-i.5x) for yttrium a-sialon (corresponding 

to 78.0 wt% silicon nitride, 14.4 wt% aluminium nitride and 7.6 wt% yttria). The 

oxide contents of the aluminum nitride and silicon nitride were compensated for 

to best approximate the above formula as discussed in a previous article by two of 

the authors. 1 2 Samples for the HT-XRD were prepared by cutting powder bodies, 

CIPed at 200 MPa, into thin slices with a razor, presintering them at at 1350 °C for 

1 hour in 0.11 MPa nitrogen atmosphere and then dry grinding them to a 

dimension of 12x8x1 mm. 

HT-XRD measurements were then conducted at temperatures 1450, 1500, 1530 

and 1580 °C in a static atmosphere of 0.11 MPa N2 in a specially constructed 

graphite furnace coated wi th silicon nitride. This coating was stable to a 

temperature of 1600 °C. Furnace and HT-XRD conditions have been described 

earlier. 1 3 During a soaking time at temperature the reactions were followed by 

repeating a set of two scans . The first scan over a 29 range of 28 to 45 0 at a rate of 
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0.04°/s was used to follow the sequence of formation of all phases and to calculate 

the AIN content by integrating intensities of major peaks. The second scan over a 

20 range of 42 to 44 ° and a rate of 0.01°/s was used for profile analysis of one a-

Si3N4 peak (hkl=301) and the corresponding peak of a-sialon. These peaks were 

not overlapped by peaks of other phases and could be used for quantitative 

estimates of the a silicon nitride to a sialon conversion. After the HT-XRD runs, 

selected samples were analysed by room temerature XRD (RT-XRD) at different 

depths into the sample to assess any differences between top surface and inner 

reactions. 

Quantitative phase analysis was performed through careful calculation of the 

XRD peak areas. Correction for overlap of the diffraction peaks as well as the 

integration of the peak areas were performed by fitting of the experimental 

diffraction profile using a Marguardt non-linear least squares algorithm. 1 4 The 

same algorithm was also used to determine the positions of the a and a ' (301) 

peaks and AIN (101) peak, (a and a ' denote a-silicon nitride and a-sialon 

respectively). The highest accuracy of peak areas and positions was achieved at 

1580 °C, where the peak separation was largest. The amounts of aluminium 

nitride, silicon nitride and yttria were estimated by reference to the peaks of an 

unsintered sample. 

The amount of a-sialon was measured in terms of the degree of conversion from 

a-silicon nitride to a sialon: 

f = Sa7(Sa'+Sa) (1) 

where f is the relative mass fraction a-sialon, Sa' the area of the a-sialon (301) 

peak and Sa the area of the a-Si3N4 (301) peak. Low amounts of a' were indicated 

only by an asymmetry of the a peak and therefore required careful 

deconvolution. It should also be noted that this estimate of the degree of 

conversion implies that it occurs merely as a crystallographic transformation 

without any change of composition or change of the total quantity of a+a'. Thus 

the increase in the mass of a ' by incorporation of AIN and Y2O3 is neglected in 

the definition of f and consequently the fraction of a ' is somewhat 

overestimated. However, the amounts of AIN and Y 2 0 3 involved are relatively 

small and this approximation has relatively little effect on the values of f 

obtained. The small amount of ß silicon nitride (-5%) in the starting powder is 

also disregarded in this analysis. 
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To verify the HT-XRD results, parallel sintering experiments were conducted in a 

graphite sintering furnace with samples of the same composition. Both as-

pressed samples and samples presintered as above were sintered at a temperature 

of 1560 °C in 0.15 MPa N 2 for 3h in a silicon nitride powder bed. A l l samples were 

analysed for phase content by XRD at room temperature. The cooling rates 

between the sintering temperature and 1000°C were approximately 100°C/min in 

the HT-XRD unit and 20°C/min in the sintering furnace. 

In the HT-XRD, the investigated sintering surface is totally open to the furnace 

atmosphere. To assess the possible effects of this, another two sets of samples 

were prepared for comparison. In the first set (A) additions of 0.5-3.0 wt% silica 

were made to the original composition. The second set (B) was given the same 

nominal composition but with different raw materials. The powders used for the 

second set of samples had a higher oxide content than those used in the original 

HT-XRD study and were AIN (H.C. Starck, Berlin Grade B) and Si 3 N 4 (Kemanord, 

Grade P95). The silica used in all the mixtures was derived from an ammonia 

stabilized colloidal silica, destabilized by propanol. After drying this was easily 

comminuted to a fine-grained silica by use of an agate spex mill . The atomic 

composition of the two sets of samples is shown in Table 1. To allow comparison 

between the two sets, the Al+Si content was adjusted to 12 in the atomic formula. 

The second set had a higher Si:Al ratio and this was further increased slightly by 

the addition of silica. 

Table 1: Normalized atomic compositions of a-sialon mixtures with different 

amounts of silica added. 

%Si02 Y A l Si O N 

Composition (A) 0 0.400 
0.5 0.398 
1 0.397 
2 0.393 
3 0.390 

2.099 9.901 
2.090 9.910 
2.083 9.917 
2.064 9.936 
2.048 9.952 

1.099 14.968 
1.193 14.906 
1.287 14.842 
1.479 14.721 
1.669 14.594 

Composition (B) 0 0.404 
0.5 0.402 
1 0.400 
3 0.393 

1.802 10.198 
1.794 10.206 
1.788 10.212 
1.754 10.246 

1.286 14.946 
1.380 14.884 
1.475 14.821 
1.856 14.572 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 HT-XRD analysis 

The XRD diffraction pattern of the original composition presintered for l h at 

1350°C is shown in Figure 1. Presintering resulted in formation of yttrium-rich 

aluminosilicate phase(s) and no detectable a-sialon. The yt tr ium-rich 

aluminosilicate phase could be identified as YioAl2Si3Oi8N4 but with small shifts 

in the peak positions indicating a shift from stoichiometry or the incorporation 

of other ions. The major peaks of this phase, however, overlap the peaks of the J-

ss phase. Some additional minor diffuse peaks might belong to a J-ss type phase. 

Their simultaneous presence therefore cannot be excluded. Nevertheless all 

theses phases are characterized by being yttria and oxygen rich and wi l l for 

convenience be denoted Y10AI2S13O18N4 in the following text. The formation of 

Y10AI2S13O18N4 suggests either the the initial formation of an oxynitride melt or 

a direct reaction between yttria and the oxynitride layers that can be assumed to 

exist on the surfaces of the and AIN powders. 

1888 - i 1 

Figure 1. RT-XRD pattern of sample presintered at 1350 °C for l h . Where Y= 

YioAl 2Si30i 8N4and/or a J-ss phase (Y4Al2.xSixO9.xNx), a=a-Si3N4 

and ß=ß-Si 3N 4 . 
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In Figure 2 is given an example of how the phase composition develops during 

sintering in the HT-XRD (at 1580 °C in this case). The initial formation of a-

sialon was indicated only by an asymmetric broadening of the cx-Si3N4 peaks. 

Times up to 5h were needed for a clear peak shift to occur. Only very small 

amounts of ß-Si3N4 could be detected. The evolution of the phase composition 

with temperature (5h sintering) as measured at room temperature after sintering 

in the HT-XRD is summarized in Figure 3. The results agree well with the HT-

XRD measurements as regards the relative amounts of a and a ' and with the 

results of other investigations of a-sialon formation. 5 ' 6 Figures 4a) and b) show 

the increase in a-sialon and decrease of AIN with time at the different sintering 

temperatures. The trend in rate of formation of a-sialon corresponds well with 

the trend of the dissolution rate of AIN. 

Figure 2. Phase development with time at 1580 °C as measured at temperature 
in the HT-XRD, where XX=unidentified secondary phase(s). 
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Figure 3. Amounts of phases measured at room temperature after sintering in 
the HT-XRD unit for 5 h. The relative amounts of a-sialon and a-
S13N4 were calculated from asymmetry of the (301) XRD diffraction 
peak. 

Figure 4. Time and temperature dependence of the relative amount of a) oc-

sialon (a'/a'+a) and b) AIN as measured at temperature. 
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The amount of Y10AI2S13O18N4 was observed to decrease with both time and 

temperature (cf. Figure 2). In its stead, another phase, or possibly two phases, are 

formed. These are difficult to identify as they do not f i t well with any single 

known pattern. They could however be based on a solid solution of yttrium 

silicates or yttrium aluminosilicates, similar to the J-ss phase or apatite. 

Figure 5 shows RT diffraction patterns taken at different distances from the 

surface of the sample subjected to HT-XRD investigation for 5h at 1530 °C sample, 

while Table 2 shows the phase composition at corresponding distances for 

samples studied at different temperatures. The amounts of silicon nitride, a-

sialon and Y i r j A ^ S i s O i s ^ did not seem to differ significantly between the 

surface and the interior, except in the 1450 °C sample, where the level of 

Y10AI2S13O18N4 is lower on the surface of the sample. The aluminum nitride 

content on the other hand is consistently higher in the interior. The reduced 

aluminum nitride content on the surface of the sample is probably due to its 

having a higher susceptibility to oxidation than silicon nitride. The surface of the 

sample showed some evidence of glassy phase after HT-XRD. 

Figure 5. RT-XRD of sample sintered at 1530 °C for 5h in the HT-XRD at 
different distances from the surface. 
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Table 2: Relative amounts (wt fractions) of a-sialon and AIN and the oc-
sialon/a-Si3N4 peak separation at the surface and in the interior of 
samples sintered 5h at different temperatures in the HT-XRD unit. 

Temp °C Position a'/a+oc' a ' - a (20) 
separation 

A I N 

1450 surface 0.15 0.085 
1450 middle 0.14 - 0.124 

1500 surface 0.31 - 0.08 

1530 surface 0.39 0.434 0.06 
1530 subsurface 0.30 0.520 0.09 
1530 middle 0.31 0.537 0.1 
1530 below middle 0.32 0.525 0.095 

1580 surface 0.52 0.414 0.02 
1580 middle 0.47 0.442 0.06 

Although the differences in the amounts of a-sialon between the surface and the 

interior were small the nature of the a-sialon peaks was different. The peaks on 

the surface were broader and showed smaller separation from the a-SisN4 peak 

than those in the interior. This was especially true for the 1530°C samples in 

which the peak separation in the interior was much larger than at any other 

temperature investigated (Table 2). This result can be compared with results 

reported by Walls et al. 6 , which showed that the cell parameters of the a-sialon 

are higher at the beginning of a-sialon formation than at equilibrium. They 

attributed this to a lower dissolution of silicon nitride than aluminum nitride in 

the liquid at the beginning of a-sialon formation, allowing a more highly 

substituted sialon to form. In this investigation the higher peak separation in the 

interior of the samples coincided with higher amounts of unreacted AIN than 

were observed at the surface. This implies that AIN does oxidize on the surface of 

the sample and that this influences the peak separation, while the amount a-

sialon formed does not change significantly. 

3.2 Conventionally sintered compositions 

As explained above, samples of the same composition as those studied in HT-

XRD were sintered in a powder bed in conventional furnace. First, a comparison 

was made between samples pressed directly from powders and samples 
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presintered at 1350 °C with the HT-XRD samples. There was no detectable 

difference in the overall phase composition of the two samples. 

A difference, however, was found between the surface and interior of the 

conventionally sintered samples. The surface consisted of a- and ß-Si 3N4 and 

YAG, while the interior contained a-sialon, N-melilite, unreacted a-Si3N4 and 

AIN. The samples had also gained weight slightly (=1%) during sintering. This 

implies a mass transfer from the powder bed to the sample probably caused by a 

higher partial pressure of oxygen or silicon monoxide in the powder bed. The 

reduced AIN content on the surface of HT-XRD samples suggests that a similar 

effect occurred in the HT-XRD unit. 

a a 

- f — I — 1 — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — 1 — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — 1 — I — 1 — I — I — I — I — 1 — I — I — 1 — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — I 

20 25 30 35 40 [°29] 45 

Figure 6. RT-XRD patterns of samples presintered at 1350 °C and then sintered 

at 1560°C in a conventional furnace (C1560), at 1530°C in the HT-

XRD(HT1530) and at 1580 °C in the HT-XRD(HT1580). M=Y 2 Si 3 N 4 0 3 . 

Figure 6 compares the room temperature phase composition of the interior of 

presintered+conventionally sintered sample sintered at 1560 °C with the surface 

compositions of presintered+HT-XRD sintered samples treated at 1530 and 1580 

°C. It is seen that the a-sialon content of the interior of the sample sintered at 

1560 °C is similar to that of the surface of the 1580 °C HT-XRD sample. The 

intermediate phases in the HT-XRD sample were however different from those 
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both in the surface and interior of the conventionally-sintered sample. In the 

1530 °C HT-XRD sample the OC-S13N4 to a-sialon conversion had not proceeded as 

far but the yttrium-rich intermediate phase(s) is the same as in the 1580 °C HT-

XRD sample. These experiments show that the furnace coating in the HT-XRD 

unit provides a reasonable atmosphere for the sample but does not interact with 

the sample in the same way as a powder bed. 

3.3 Conventionally sintered compositions with silica additions 

Since the observed decrease in AIN content on the surfaces of the HT-XRD and 

conventionally sintered samples might be attributed to an oxidation, it was of 

interest to see how an increase in oxide content of the starting compositions 

would influence the phase formation. The two sets of samples shown in Table 1 

were sintered at 1560 °C for this purpose. 

Table 3 shows the room temperature phase contents of the cross sections of the 

different sets of samples with 0.5 to 3.0 wt% extra silica. For (A) samples, ie those 

based on the original mixture, the phase composition comprised a-sialon, 

melilite, ß-SisN4 and unreacted Si3N4 and AIN; with increasing silica content, 

the YAG phase began to develop and the fraction of melilte decreased. In the B 

samples, based on the comparison composition, the development was very 

similar but instead of melilite the YioAl 2 Si30i8N 4 phase formed; moreover it 

disappeared faster than the melilite in the A samples. The amount of a-sialon 

was not significantly affected, except for the 3% silica addition samples in set B. 

The most significant effect observed when slightly increasing the O/N-ratio of 

both series of samples, were the changes in the yttrium-rich intermediate phases 

that formed. Nitrogeri-rich melilite in the A-series samples and YioA^SisOis^ 

in the B-series gave way to oxygen-rich YAG as the overall oxygen content of the 

material increased. 
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Table 3: Phase compositions of conventionally sintered samples as a function 
of silica additions. Series A is the original HT-XRD composition and 

series B the comparison composition. a=a-Si3N4, a'=a-sialon, ß=ß-
sialon, M=N-melilite, Y=Yi0Ai2Si3Oi8N4. Brackets indicate very 
small amounts. 

Composition Phases observed a-a' shift(20) a'/oc+oc' 

A/0%SiO2 
A/0.5%SiO2 
A / l % S i 0 2 
A/2%Si02 
A/3%Si02 

a / a 7 ß / M / A l N 
a / a 7 ß / M / A l N 
a / a V ß / M / A I N 

0.359 
0.375 
0.381 
0.369 
0.371 

0.31 
0.35 
0.38 
0.37 
0.39 

a / a ' / ß / M / Y A G / A 1 N 
a / a 7 ß / ( M ) / Y A G / A l N 

B/0%SiO2 
B/0.5%SiO2 
B / l % S i 0 2 
B/3%Si02 

a / a 7 ß / Y / ( Y A G ) / A ] N 
a / a V ß / ( Y ) / Y A G / A J N 
a / a 7 ß / Y A G / A l N 
a / a 7 ß / Y A G / A l N 

0.372 
0.367 
0.358 
0.292 

0.46 
0.44 
0.42 
0.30 

3.4 Kinetics of a-sialon formation 

The above sintering experiments showed that within the range of sintering 

conditions used here the degree of conversion to a-sialon is not very sensitive to 

small changes in oxygen content or to the intermediate phases formed. It is 

therefore possible to use the HT-XRD data to examine the kinetics of a-sialon 

formation under these circumstances. The isothermal plots of sialon formation 

in Figure 4a show that the conversion rate is greatest within the first 90 to 120 

min of the sintering, decreasing markedly at longer times. The reaction is 

considered to occur by dissolution and transport of the reactants in the liquid 

oxide phase and the formation of the a-sialon at the surfaces of a-Si3N4. The 

inhibition of the reaction could occur by a decrease in the fraction of the liquid 

phase, necessitating increased degree of solid state diffusion, or covering of 

silicon nitride surfaces. To describe the rapid early stage of the process, only the 

first period of 120 min was used in determining a reaction rate constant. In this 

stage the transformation was assumed to be described by a simple reaction law: 

where n is the index of reaction, f the fraction of a sialon formed and k the 

reaction rate constant. To evaluate the results, a best-fit n-value was determined 

for the 1580 °C data. It was then assumed that the reaction mechanism for all 

other temperatures was the same and consequently this n-value (3.64) was used 

df /d t = k( l - f ) n (2) 
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to estimate the k values for all temperatures. The k values thus derived are 

0.0023 (1450 °C), 0.0045 (1500°C), 0.0061 (1530 °C) and 0.0102 (1580°C). Reaction 

curves based on the above assumption are drawn in Fig 7a and indicate the extent 

to which the assumed kinetic description is reasonable. The temperature 

dependence of the reaction rate is expressed in the form of an Arrhenius diagram 

in Figure 7b and yields an effective activation constant of 330 kJ mol" 1 which is 

consistent with a liquid diffusion process. 

An alternative approach to determining the activation energy, requiring no 

assumptions about the process kinetics, is to construct an Arrhenius plot on the 

basis of ln 1/t versus 1/T where t is the time required to give a fixed degree of 

reaction. Here a satisfactory linear relationship was achieved for t corresponding 

to a conversion of 10% and this confirmed the activation constant of 330 kjmol" 1 . 

This corresponded to a reaction time of 45 min at 1450°C. Beyond this time, the 

results for 1450°C. were no longer consistent with the linear Arrhenius plot 

implying an inhibiting change in reaction mechanism. 

Figure 7. a) Experimental isothermal results for a-sialon conversion fitted to 
equation 2 with n = 3.64. b) Arrhenius plot of rate constants derived 
from 7a. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

As already indicated, the reaction sintering of the material studied here occurs by 

a complex combination of associated mechanisms occurring both in parallel and 

in series. After formation of an oxide liquid from surface oxides and yttria these 

mechanisms wi l l include dissolution of AIN and a-Si3N4, transport of reactant 

atoms through the liquid, formation of sialon on the a-Si3N4 and subsequently 

solid state diffusion of reactants through the sialon. In addition a number of 

intermediate and secondary phases form depending on sintering conditions and 

composition. A microstructural study by Hwang et al. 1 5 has indicated that a-

sialon formation is predominantly by heterogeneous nucleation and preferential 

growth on undissolved silicon nitride grains. 

One of the interesting aspects of this investigation is that in the range of 

temperatures and conditions studied the rate and extent of a-sialon formation 

was relatively insensitive to small changes in oxygen content and was not 

influenced by the intermediate phases formed. Thus the a-sialon formation 

determined mainly by the temperature and time. This is in accordance with 

previous findings. For example, Cao et al. 1 6 in studying the effect of extra 

alumina additions to an a-sialon composition concluded that, while 

densification was affected by the liquid phase, the early formation of a-sialon was 

not significantly influenced by small changes in the composition, amount or the 

viscosity of the liquid. The intermediate phase that formed changed from 

melilite to YAG with addition of alumina, but this did not influence the overall 

reaction sequence. 

In the present work, the fact that the amount of a-sialon did not seem to change 

significantly with small changes in composition, while the peak separation did, 

suggests that the number of growing a-sialon grains was fairly constant at a given 

temperature but that its composition could vary. The rate of sialon formation is 

probably determined by the rate of dissolution and transport of silicon nitride and 

AIN, and therefore strongly dependent on temperature. The lower availability of 

AIN on the surface of the HT-XRD samples on the other hand probably only 

leads to a lower substitution of the a-sialon and does not affect the number and 

growth of grains. 

ß-Si3N4 only seem to form in very small amounts at the temperatures studied 

here unless major compositional changes occur, for example through a 

significant increase in oxygen activity, as on the surface of a sample in contact 
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with a powder bed containing only silicon nitride and silica. It is therefore likely 

that the a-sialon has the lowest energy of formation at high nitrogen activities 

and at these relatively high temperatures. It has been suggested in the past that 

the a-Si3N4 structure is a low-temperature modification, but wi th yttria 

stabilization it readily forms. 

The above observations imply that, although small compositional changes on an 

open surface are unavoidable, high-temperature X-ray diffraction is still an 

appropriate method to study the kinetics of a-sialon formation or 

decomposition. On the other hand, HT-XRD may not always be suitable as a 

means of monitoring all the products of the reactions since the intermediate and 

secondary phases are strongly dependent on sintering conditions. Thus, in the 

present study the Y i o A ^ S i s O i s ^ formed during presintering gradually 

disappeared during treatment in the HT-XRD while other intermediary phases 

formed. These were different from those formed during sintering in a powder 

bed in a conventional graphite furnace. 

A very characteristic feature of the kinetics of sialon formation was the dramatic 

inhibition of growth after a certain fraction of transformation. The range of 

inhibition moved to higher fractions of transformation and longer times with 

increasing temperature suggesting that the effect may be caused by a decrease in 

the amount of liquid. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The reaction sintering of an yttria a-sialon from a mixture of yttria, AIN and a-

S13N4 has been studied at temperatures between 1450 and 1580°C. The rate of a-

sialon formation was significant during an initial reaction stage but became 

inhibited after a limited fraction of conversion had occurred. The rate of reaction 

as well as the fraction of conversion and time at which inhibition set in all 

increased with temperature. The activation energy of the initial reaction stage 

was 330 kJ/mol. 

A variety of intermediate and secondary phases were observed to form during 

sintering depending on variations in the sintering conditions such as the oxygen 

level of the sintering environment and small variations in the starting 

composition. The rates of a-sialon formation were however not affected 

significantly by these variations in conditions or secondary phases. 
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Since the rate of a-sialon formation is relatively insensitive to other sintering 

conditions than the temperature, HT-XRD is considered to be a suitable technique 

for studying the kinetics a-sialon formation and was applied for this purpose in 

this study. The technique is however considered unsuitable for the study of the 

formation of secondary phases since these are very sensitive to the sintering 

conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Samples pressed from fine powders of silicon and silicon with additives for oc-

sialon formation, were nitrided in a hydrogen containing atmosphere using the 

nitrogen demand method in a pilot plant size furnace. By continuously 

monitoring time, temperature and pressure of the furnace and using different 

input parameters such as allowed gas consumption, heating rate and final 

nitriding temperature, the nitriding behaviour of the compacts could be 

described. Three reaction stages with respect to temperature were observed. 

Hydrogen was shown to enhance the early nitridation. Pure silicon was prone to 

get overheated when the nitrogen demand method was used with hydrogen, 

while nitridation of silicon with additives for a-sialon was shown to be easier to 

control. On the basis of SEM and TEM analysis it was concluded that most of the 

reaction occurred with evaporated silicon. Nitriding mechanisms and control 

parameters for optimal nitridation are discussed in relation to the obtained data. 

XRD analysis revealed a substantial a-sialon formation in the sialon composition 

in all runs, suggesting that high temperatures were reached in the compacts. That 

considerable amounts of exothermic heat were produced was also shown by the 

melting of silicon, which occurred when nitriding at a constant furnace 

temperature of 1200 °C. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The use of nitridation as a step in the production of components of dense silicon 

nitride based materials for structural applications is advantageous due to the low 

cost of silicon and the lower shrinkage associated with post sintering, allowing 

for better dimensional tolerance control l . The nitridation route, however, also 

involves some difficulties. These include problems associated wi th the 

exothermicity of the nitridation process, control of inhomogeneities and 

relatively long processing times for the manufacturer. Much effort has therefore 

been invested into understanding the mechanisms and kinetics of nitridation of 

silicon to silicon nitride 2 - 4 and several models 5 - 6 have been developed to 

explain the nature of the process. Certain aspects, however, require further 

investigation, in particular the effects of additives on the nitridation behaviour 

and their potential for controlling the reaction. This is true of additives used 

either as aids for subsequent sintering or as alloying additions. 

The heat evolved when silicon reacts wi th nitrogen 7 ' 8 can lead to local 

overheating in a compact. Two approaches to deal with this have been dilution 

of the silicon 9 and the use of the nitrogen demand method 1 0 . Both can be used 

to control the build-up of heat in the compacts and thereby allow faster 

nitridation in a controlled manner. Dilutants that have been used in RBSN are 

silicon nitride and silicon carbide. Sintering aids can have a similar effect but they 

also react chemically. Yttria and alumina are the most commonly used sintering 

additives and their strong effect on the nitridation has been documented by 

several authors. Yttria forms yttria silicates with silica on silicon particle surfaces 

and is therefore thought to help expose the silicon surfaces and thereby enhance 

the nitridation at lower temperatures n ' 1 2 . Additions of alumina and yttria to 

the silicon body give very high ß silicon nitride contents and are therefore 

thought to be associated with liquid formation during nitridation 9> 1 2 . Formation 

of sialon in nitriding has been reported by Brown et al 9 . 

Nitridation of silicon usually occurs in 3 stages with respect to temperature 9 . 

First a very small amount of nitride is formed as soon as the nitrogen gas is 

introduced, normally at =1050 °C and then most of the reaction takes place in 

two specific temperature intervals, one centered around 1200°C and the other 

occurring at ~ 1350 °C. Under normal circumstances, the latter accounts for a 

larger proportion of the reaction 1 2 . Fast heating past the first two reactions can 

make it appear that only one reaction interval exists. The nature of the reactions 

is also strongly dependent on powder characteristics 1 3 ' 1 4 . As reaction at low 
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temperatures has been found to mainly result in fine grained microstructures of 

a silicon nitride 2 ' 3 , an interest exists to enhance the early reaction. By adding 

hydrogen to the nitriding gas 1 5 ' 1 6 early reaction is enhanced, but at the same time 

the risk of overheating increases. The first major reaction has been associated 

with the devitrification or volatilization of native silica on the silicon particles 

and hydrogen is known to actively aid these processes 1 5 " 1 7 . It has also been 

theorized that hydrogen acts as a getter for oxygen and allows the reaction of SiO 

with nitrogen to form S13N4 at low temperatures 1 6 . 

The aim of this investigation was to study the effect on the nitriding process of 

additives intended to give a-sialon formation and how they can be used to 

control it. This was done by monitoring the nitrogen gas consumption 

throughout the reaction and analyzing the final product. A furnace controlled by 

the nitrogen demand method was used where heating rate and gas consumption 

parameters were varied. Hydrogen was mixed into the gas to enhance the early 

reaction. In this way it was attempted to encourage a fast but ful ly controlled 

reaction at low temperature. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Pure silicon samples and samples with the composition for a-sialon were 

prepared from the silicon, aluminum nitride and yttria powders shown in Table 

1. The a-sialon composition was selected to x=0.4 in the formula Y x (Si i2-4x/Ai4.5x) 

(Oi.5x/Ni6-i.5x)- Powders were mixed with PEG binder and roller milled for 18h in 

isopropanol to achieve good mixing. Samples were then pressed uniaxially to 

discs of a diameter of 28 mm and thickness of 6-10 mm. These were then CIPed at 

a pressure of 150 MPa. Binder was burned out in a low vacuum by slowly heating 

up to 500 °C. The samples were packed in a powder bed of silicon nitride 

containing 5 wt% silicon in graphite crucibles. Approximately 80 g of samples 

were fitted into each crucible and 1-3 crucibles with a height of 4 cm were used in 

each nitriding run. The crucibles were placed in the center of the hot zone of a 

pilot plant size graphite furnace. The hot zone is 20cm with a AT of 15 °C (at 1200 

°C) from middle to top. The temperature is controlled by a thermocouple in the 

center of the hot zone close to the heaters. A pyrometer reading the temperature 

of the heaters is used for reference. Samples were weighed before and after 

nitriding to establish the weight gain due to nitridation. 
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Table 1 Powders used for sample preparation 

S i Sicomill 4D, KemaNord, Ü5o=5mm 

Y2O3 H.C. Starck, Feinst, D50<0.5mm 

A I N H.C.Starck grade C, D5Q=1.3mm 

Nitridation experiments were performed in the above, computer controlled, 

furnace using the nitrogen demand method 1 0 . The principle of this method is 

that the temperature is increased according to a programmed cycle until the 

nitrogen gas consumption exceeds a specified level, AP, in a specified time, At. 

Then the temperature increase is temporarily stopped until the reaction proceeds 

at a rate slower than the set value. Table 2 shows the temperature/gas 

consumption programs chosen for the runs presented in this investigation. The 

gas consumption parameter was calculated according to the total weight of silicon 

in the samples and is expressed as (AP/At)/g. This parameter and the rate of 

heating were used to control the nitridation rate. If the heating is fast the gas 

expansion has to be considered when choosing the (AP/At ) /g parameter, 

especially when small amounts of sample are used. This is of greatest importance 

in the beginning of the reaction when most of the nitridation occurs at low 

temperature. The gas expansion results in an increase of approximately 10 mbar/ 

30 °C 

Runs A and B contained only silicon while runs C-H consisted of a-sialon 

composition samples. Run C and G also contained 2 samples with pure silicon 

for reference, representing approximately 10 % of the total weight of silicon. A 

static nitriding gas of 93%N2+5%Ar+2%H2 was selected for all runs, except for 

run A when 95%N2+5%Ar was used. Argon and hydrogen were only filled at 

the very beginning of the run so that the partial pressure of these gases remained 

close to constant throughout the runs. Data was collected at one minute intervals 

throughout the process to follow the nitrogen consumption during the cycle. For 

the very fast reactions (runs F and G) data collection every minute proved to be 

inadequate and parts of the curves probably have somewhat steeper slopes than 

reported. Run H was carried out with data collection every half minute. 

To assess the nitridation behaviour the nitrogen consumption, calculated from 

the nitrogen fills, was plotted against time and temperature. The different 

amounts of sample were taken into account by normalizing the total amount of 

nitrogen fills against 100% and plotting a cumulative curve. Since not all the 
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runs were performed to complete nitridation the weight gains were used for 

normalization of the total nitrogen consumption. To consider the early stages of 

nitridation the time intervals between fills were plotted versus temperature. This 

gives a measure of how fast the reaction proceeds before the first main reaction 

causes the program to stop increasing the temperature and maintaining it 

constant. 

Table 2 Nitriding conditions 

NTTRTDTNG CONDITIONS 

Run Weight 
Si (g) 

Temperature 
(thermo°C*) 

AT 
(*) 

Heating Pressure/Time 
(AP /At) 

(AP/At)/g 
(xlO 3) 

A 81.6 1100 
1100-1450 

27 0.04°C/min gas in 
10mbar/50min 2.5 

B 130.3 1100 
1100-1450 

34 
0.04°C/min 

gas in 
10 mbar /30min 2.6 

C 121.6 1100 
1100-1350 
1350 

34 
0.04°C/min 
hold 24h 

gas in 
10 mbar / 30 min 2.7 

D 23.5 1100 
1100-1150 
1150 
1150-1420 
1420 
1420-1450 
1450 

37 
0.2°C/min 
hold 1 h 
0.04 °C/mirt 
hold 8.3 h 
0.04 °C/min 
hold 10h 

gas in 
10 mbar / 30 min 14.2 

E 133.0 1100 
1100-1200 

30 
0.3°C/min 

gas in 
10 mbar /30 min 2.5 

F 64.4 1100 
1.100-1175 
1175 
1175-1375 
1375 

57 
0.3°C/min 
hold 2h 
0.fJ4°C/min 
hold 67h 

gas in 
10 mbar /20min 7.8 

G 136.6 1200 32 hold 24h gas in 
30 mbar / lOmin 22.0 

H 61.1 1100 
1100-1450 

34 
0.3°C/min 

gas in 
10 mbar /60 min 

2.7 

* Thermo is the thermocouple temperature temperature measured in each cycle. AT gives the 
difference between the pyrometer and thermocouple temperatures. The pyrometer 
temperature is always the higher one. 
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed both on the surface and cross section of 

samples from all runs. A number of samples were prepared for scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) by vacuum impregnation of the open pores with low viscosity 

epoxy followed by polishing. Thin sections for transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) were prepared from 3 samples by impregnation, grinding and polishing to 

a thickness of 50 urn, and finally low angle (5°) ion beam thinning. Some of the 

samples needed no carbon coating to enhance conductivity due to the presence 

of unreacted silicon. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Reaction control 

Figure 1 shows the cumulative gas consumed versus time for two runs 

containing the base silicon powders nitrided in different gas mixtures, A (N2+Ar) 

and B (N2+Ar+H.2). It is seen that in the hydrogen-containing run approximately 

80 % of the weight gain occurs in the first main reaction while without hydrogen 

only approximately 30 % of the weight gain occurs in this stage. These results are 

consistent with observations by other authors 1 6 and illustrate the active role of 

hydrogen in the nitridation process and its potentional for enhancing the rate of 

nitridation at low temperatures for the fine grain, high purity, powders used in 

this study. A fast reaction rate, however, can result in overheating due to the 

exothermicity of the nitridation reaction. This can lead either to loss of silicon by 

evaporation or melting of the silicon within the compact. Thus, in run B the 

presence of a silicon f i lm and silicon beads on the outside of the sample, 

suggested that the fast reaction rate shown in figure 1 caused excessive 

evaporation by overheating. This phenomenon occurred despite a slow rate of 

heating, 2.4 °C/hr, and a low gas control parameter, 2.5. 

In Figure 2, run C shows the cumulative nitrogen consumed versus time for a Y-

a-sialon composition sample heated at the same rate as run B and with a similar 

gas control factor. This material exhibited no signs of overheating and, as wi l l be 

shown later, a homogeneous microstructure. The weight gain during the first 

reaction was less than that in run B. As already discussed, additives are known to 

have both a diluting effect on the silicon, which reduces the possibility of 

overheating, and to interact chemically with the silica layer associated with 

silicon particles 9> 1 1> 1 2. Two samples of pure silicon which were added to run C 

also reacted in a controlled way, presumably because the programmed 
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temperature increase was stopped early by the reaction of the sialon composition 

samples. The pure silicon samples, however, had only achieved a weight gain of 

74% of fu l l reaction compared to the 97% achieved in the sialons when the run 

was interrupted at 1350 °C. Rapid nitridation wi th hydrogen-containing 

atmospheres therefore seems to be possible for a-sialon compositions. 

Time (min) 

Figure 1. Degree of reaction (cumulative gas consumption) versus time for 
nitridation of pure silicon with two different gas mixtures; A 
(Ar+N 2 ) and B (Ar+H 2 +N 2 ) . 

Time (min) 

Figure 2. Degree of reaction (cumulative gas consumption) versus time for 
nitridation of a-sialon compositions with slow heating and different 
gas control factors; C (2.7) and D (14.2). 
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One way to further increase the nitridation rate is to increase the (AP/At)/g ratio. 

Figure 2 compares run D to run C. Run D had a five times higher (AP/At)/g ratio 

and thereby allowed more nitrogen to be consumed before the programmed 

temperature increase was stopped. This resulted in both an increased rate of 

nitridation and a larger amount of reaction in the first main reaction in run D. 

At 1450 °C almost fu l l reaction was achieved according to weight gains (Table 3). 

Table 3: Average weight gains in nitriding 

Run A B C D E F G H 

Fraction reacted 

a-sialon 0.89 0.97 0.98 0.84 0.97 0.92 0.95 

silicon 0.85 0.74 0.74 

Another way of enhancing the nitridation rate is to increase the rate of heating. 

Fig 3 shows two runs with fast heating rate (E and F) and one where a constant 

nitriding temperature (1200 °C) was used with the gas not let in until the reaction 

temperature had been reached (G). The stopping temperature implemented by 

the nitrogen demand program was increased in run F compared to E by 

employing a higher (AP/At ) /g ratio. In run E the first main reaction was 

completed in about 600 min while it only took 200 and 100 minutes respectively 

for run F and G. Only run E yielded homogeneous samples, however. In F and G 

overheating occurred. 

Time (min) 
Figure 3. Degree of reaction (cumulative gas consumption) versus time for 

nitridation of a-sialon compositions with fast heating and different 
gas control factors; E (2.5), F (7.8) and G (22.0). Note that 25 °C was 
added overall to the temperature of run F in the figure to 
compensate for malfunction of thermocouple. 
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In none of the runs was fu l l nitridation achieved in the first main reaction. Run 

H was therefore performed with a fast heating rate throughout the reaction with 

a programmed maximum temperature of 1450°C and a total runtime of 25h. 

Approximately 91% reaction was achieved in the first main reaction. The 

parameters set for the reaction led to a slight overheating in the first part of the 

nitriding and resulted in a material resembling the one from run F, but 

somewhat more homogeneous. The (AP/At)/g ratio and heating rate were set too 

high to achieve fu l l homogeneity for the amount of sample used. Shrinkage of 

the samples observed after the nitridation was a strong indication of the 

occurrence of high temperatures and liquid formation. 

3.2 Phase analysis 

The rate of nitridation, besides being important in determining the total time for 

reaction, also affects the phases formed. Table 4 shows the phase compositions of 

samples nitrided under different conditions. Fast nitridation of pure silicon in a 

hydrogen containing atmosphere (run B) resulted in some silicon oxynitride 

formation not observed in the slower nitridation in run A. Otherwise the phase 

contents of run A and B were very similar with an a / ß ratio of approximately 2/1 

and some residual silicon. 

Table 4. Phase compositions analysed by XRD 

Run Precursor Major phases Minor phases 

A S i a and ß S i3N 4 S i 
B S i a and ß S i3N 4 Si2N20, Si, SiC 
C S i a and ß S i 3 N 4 , Si S i C 

C a a and ß S i 3 N 4 , a-sialon, A I N N-Mel i l i t e ,YSi02N, SiC, Si 
D a a and ß S i 3 N 4 , a-sialon, A I N N-Melilite, Y i o A l 2 S i 3 0 1 8 N 4 , S iC 
E a a-sialon, a S i 3 N 4 , AlN,Si ß S i 3 N 4 , N-Melilite, SiC 
F a a-sialon a and ß S i 3 N 4 , Si, N-Melilite 
G S i a and ß S i 3 N 4 , Si S i C 
G a ß S i 3 N 4 , N-Melilite, AIN, Si a-sialon 
H a a-sialon a and ß S i 3 N 4 , Si, N-Melilite 

For samples containing additives for a-sialon formation, larger differences in 

phase composition occur when the rate of nitridation is changed. Some a-sialon 

formed in all nitridation runs, even the slowest (run C), implying that the 
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temperature increased enough to form a liquid that aided sialon formation. The 

AIN had not dissolved to an extent proportional to the a-sialon formation, 

which is consistent with the rather small peak shifts of the a-sialon phase (see Fig 

4). Other phases formed were ß silicon nitride, N-melilite (Y2Si3N403), YSKD2N 

and some SiC. Silicon carbide was probably formed by the CO vapour which is 

inevitably found in all graphite furnaces. In run D, the increased nitridation rate 

resulted in greater amounts of a-sialon and the formation of Yi r jAl 2 Si30i8N 4 , 

implying that a higher temperature was reached in the compacts. It is of interest 

to note that the a / ß silicon nitride ratio does not seem to be greatly affected by the 

presence of additives under controlled nitriding conditions and reactions close to 

completion. 

[ c o u n t s ] -1 — 1 

B . B -)—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—1—1—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—1—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—1—i—i—i—I 
25 38 35 48 [ ° 2 6 ] 45 

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of a cross section of an a-sialon composition 

sample nitrided in run C, where a'=a-sialon, a=a-Si3N4, ß=ß-Si3N 4, 
M=Y 2Si3N 403 and Y=YSi0 2N. 

For samples heated at fast rates the (AP/At)/g ratio was found to greatly influence 

the homogeneity of the sample. In run E, which had a low (AP/At)/g ratio, the 

sample is fully homogeneous after nitriding and consists mainly of a-sialon and 

a silicon nitride with some unreacted AIN and silicon. Small amounts of ß 

silicon nitride and melilite were also formed. In runs F and G the (AP/At)/g ratios 

were higher and yielded inhomogeneous materials with melted silicon. XRD 

patterns of run E, F and G are shown in Fig 5. Mainly a-sialon was formed in run 

F and all the AIN had dissolved. The XRD pattern also shows that the shift of the 

a-sialon peaks is of the magnitude expected for the composition. Samples in run 
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G suffered from severe silicon melting, forming mainly ß silicon nitride with 

only small amounts of a-sialon, which is consistent wi th literature reports 

concerning the nitridation of melted silicon 18,19, The amount of silicon 

increased towards the middle of the sample. 
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Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of cross sections of a-sialon composition 

samples nitrided in run E, F and G, where a'=a-sialon, a=a-Si3N4, 

ß=ß-Si 3 N 4 and M=Y 2 Si 3 N 4 03. 

3.3 Microstructure 

SEM micrographs of the nitrided pure silicon and a-sialon composition samples 

from run C are shown in Fig 6a and b respectively. No large contrast difference 

can be seen between silicon and silicon nitride in these images, but the largely 

homogeneous particles in Fig 6a are unreacted silicon particles which in Fig 6b 

are seen to be perforated by pores. The large difference in degree of nitridation 

between the two compositions is therefore clearly visible. White areas in the SEM 

images are yttria containing phases. The porous structure of the former silicon 

grains suggests that the reaction primarily occurs by a sequence of events in 

which silicon containing gas is produced, transported and reacted with nitrogen. 

TEM examination of the pure silicon sample shown in the SEM micrograph in 

Figure 6a supports this assumption by showing how pores are formed within the 

silicon grains. In Figure 7 silicon grains with silicon nitride products around 

them are shown. Many different product morphologies can be seen and this 

variability in structure was typical for the sample. Most free silicon surfaces are 

covered by silicon nitride product. 
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Figure 7. STEM image of pure silicon nitrided in run C. 3 urn 

Sialon composition samples from run E were nitrided using a faster heating rate 

and the reaction was interrupted at 1200 °C The resulting microstructure can be 

seen in Figure 8. The structure seems finer than that from run C, which is 

probably due to the lower temperature at which the nitridation was stopped. It 

seems from the structure that no silicon melting has occurred. 
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Figure 8. SEM image of a partially nitrided a-sialon composition sample from 

run E. 1 10 urn 

TEM images showed the same type of channelled silicon grains as were seen in 

the pure silicon sample, but the channels seem to be less filled with reaction 

product (Fig 9). This might be due to the higher reaction speed imposed on the 

sialon composition by a faster heating rate, leading to faster evaporation. EDX 

analysis revealed no yttrium and aluminum inside these pores and it can 

therefore be assumed that little or no transport of yttrium and aluminum into 

the silicon grains occurred. Instead, sialon formation was limited to the outside 

of the silicon particles, where grains were found to contain both yttrium and 

aluminium. XRD confirmed that a-sialon formed in considerable amounts even 

at a furnace temperature of 1200 °C, see Fig 6. This implies that some melting of 

additives occurred even though this was not detected by TEM in this 

investigation. 
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Figure 9. STEM image of a partially nitride a-sialon composition sample from 
run E. ——— io ̂ m 

In run F overheating occurred. An image of a zoned sample from this run is 

shown in Figure 10, together with an SEM micrograph of the outer zone. In this 

zone a structure of partially sintered sialon grains which are separated by large 

pores, is seen. No yttria-containing phases, besides a-sialon, are visible in this 

region. In the middle of the sample, unreacted silicon coalesced into pools, 

Figure 10. Zoned sample of a-sialon composition nitrided in run F a) low 
magnification light microscopy image (3x) b) SEM image of surface 

zone showing pure a-sialon formation, where a'=a-sialon. 

• 10 urn. 
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3.4 Nitriding mechanisms 

3.4.1 First reaction 

For all runs, nitridation was found to start as soon as the nitrogen gas was let into 

the system at 1100°C Fig 11 shows the time between the nitrogen fills for the first 

part of run A, B, C and E. This provides an indication of the degree of reaction. As 

seen earlier in Figures 1-3 only a small proportion of the total nitridation occurs 

during this reaction stage. After the initial nitridation the reaction slows down 

very quickly. Brown et al 9 have shown that sintering of silicon and nitridation 

begin simultaneously already at =1000°C. This suggests that the mobility of atoms 

on the surface of the silicon particles is sufficiently high at this temperature to 

allow transport of both surface silica and silicon by surface diffusion and 

evaporation, thus permitting nitridation at such an early stage. Moreover, the 

heating of samples in vacuum up to 1100°C may also have led to loss of some 

surface silica due to reaction 1 in Table 5. Free silicon surfaces would then be 

available to react with nitrogen. The subsequent inhibition of reaction would be 

caused by silicon nitride covering the surface according to reaction 4. The TEM 

investigations showed that most silicon surfaces did get covered by silicon 

nitride. Brown et al also suggested that this initial reaction might be due to the 

nitridation of a fine fraction of silicon particles or to oxynitride formation by the 

combined reaction of silicon and surface silica with nitrogen 9 . When a fast 

heating rate is used, as in run E, this initial reaction is not evident. In most 

investigations fast heating rates up to the nitriding temperature have been used, 

which explains why the early part of the reaction is seldom discussed. It is also to 

be noted that Fig 11 confirms that more nitridation occurs in this early reaction 

when hydrogen is present in the nitriding gas (run B compared to run A), which 

was also observed in Fig 1. This is expected since the affinity of hydrogen for 

oxygen promotes the reduction of silica. 

Table 5: Reaction formulas 

No/Reaction (kJ/mol) AfG° 
1493K 

A fG° 
1643K 

AfH° 
1493K 

AfH° 
1643K 

1 Si02(s) - > SiO(g) + 0.5O2 g) 418 
2 SiC>2(s) + Si(s) --> 2SiO(g) 191 
3 H 2 (g) + 02 (g )~>H 2 0(g ) -165 
4 3Si(s) + 2N2 g) - > Si 3N4(s) -251 
5 Si(s) + H 2 0 ( g ) - > SiO(g) + H 2 (g) -62 

6 3SiO(g) + 2N2(g)->Si 3N4(s) + 1.502(g) 430 
7 3Si(g) + 2N 2(g) - > S i 3 N 4 ( s ) -941 
8 Si(s) - > Si(g) 230 

380 
142 

-156 
-202 
-82 

514 
-828 
209 

791 
681 

-250 
-737 
141 

-408 
-2071 
445 

785 
652 

-251 
-797 
118 

-399 
-2064 
422 
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Figure 11. Time time between nitrogen fills (normalized to 100g Si) versus 
temperature. 

3.4.2 First main reaction 

Figure 11 shows that after the first reaction slows down there is an acceleration of 

nitridation at =1200°C. For pure silicon (run A and B) the acceleration is very 

abrupt. This could be due to the removal of residual silica still covering parts of 

the surface after the initial reaction. Impurities and/or additives in the system 

can aid this removal. Iron, for instance, is known to promote evaporation of 

silica 2~4 and could be the cause of fast clearing of silicon surfaces in pure silicon. 

When the S i0 2 layer is cleared from the Si surface it probably does not reform 

easily since it has been shown that an increased oxygen content in the nitriding 

gas does not inhibit the nitridation as effectively as a pre-oxidized silicon surface 
2 . Impurities such as iron can also break down the nitride layer by forming liquid 

silicides 2 . FeSi eutectics melt at =1200°C. Run C in figure 11 shows that in sialon 

composition samples the beginning of the first main reaction is not as abrupt. 

This is probably due to the fact that yttria reacts with silica to form yttria silicates, 

which are also assumed to free silicon surfaces for nitridation n ' 1 2 . Since this 

process occurs in a more gradual way, however, it allows the computer program 

to slow the reaction down before overheating can occur. Even if the furnace 

temperature is kept constant the reaction continues to accelerate and the 

temperature in the compact to increase. In the a-sialon composition samples the 

heat build-up is lower due to the dispersing effect of the additives. 
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From Figure 1 it is seen that the presence of hydrogen makes the first main 

reaction continue for a much longer time. It seems likely that water formed by 

hydrogen in reaction 3 can cause volatilization of silicon by the formation of SiO 

by reaction 5. This has been proposed by Barsoum et al 1 6 . That evaporation of 

silicon occurred was strongly suggested by the TEM and SEM investigations 

described above, which revealed silicon grains perforated by channels, Figs 6 and 

7. Jennings et al 2 0 have also proposed that hydrogen itself could enhance 

evaporation of silicon. Being lighter than silicon it can diffuse up the 

temperature gradient and by discouraging formation of dissociated atomic 

nitrogen, which prefers to form silicon nitride at the solid silicon surfaces, it 

permits silicon to move away from the surface. SiO and Si vapour can react to 

silicon nitride in the gas phase by reaction 6 and 7 respectively and oxygen can be 

removed by water vapour formation again according to reaction 3. It should be 

noted that water vapour is difficult to eliminate entirely from the nitridation 

furnace and reaction 5 is therefore possible in all nitridation runs. If, however, 

hydrogen is present in the nitriding gas reaction 3 wi l l be enhanced. 

The reaction of SiO to silicon nitride is exothermic and leads to a build-up of heat 

in the compact, which wi l l promote silicon evaporation according to reaction 8 

making reaction 7 contribute more to the nitriding. At 1350 °C the rate of 

evaporation of Si has been reported to be high enough to sustain the reaction 

observed 3 . The condensed Si/SiC/Si3N4/Si2N20 product found on top of the 

rapidly nitrided silicon samples in run B indicates that both SiO and Si were 

evaporating from the samples. Silicon nitride formation by the gas reaction 

(reaction 7) is highly exothermic and can lead to further overheating as seen in 

the nitriding of the a-sialon compositions in run F and G. 

3.4.3 Second main reaction 

After the first main reaction the nitridation slows down or stops completely. This 

has in the literature been attributed to covering of the silicon surfaces with 

nitride 2" 4 . It can be seen, though, that the more the silicon has reacted in the first 

main reaction the longer it takes (ie higher temperature) to resume nitridation. It 

is therefore likely that the reaction stops due to the dilution of the silicon by 

nitride product, and that the reaction cannot maintain the high temperature 

achieved by reactions producing heat. As silicon evaporation is reduced the 

covering of silicon surfaces can take place and the reaction ceases completely. In 

the present work the furnace program at that point increased the temperature 
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according to the preset schedule. When a temperature high enough to produce 

silicon vapour was reached again in the compact, the reaction would resume. 

Some pores probably close off during the reaction, but it is evident from TEM that 

new surfaces become available for nitridation again. In Fig 12 a grain is shown 

where it seems that a silicon surface has been initially covered, silicon has then 

evaporated under that surface before it has been covered again. The fact that 

reaction resumes after the first main reaction also indicates that covered silicon 

surfaces cannot stop reaction more than temporarily. It is possible that the newly 

formed silicon nitride is not always stable and could evaporate again, or in the 

case of the sialon, get dissolved in a liquid formed in the system. As channels and 

pores become smaller during the process the nitrogen supply might become more 

difficult. However, the TEM investigation showed very dense areas only locally 

(see Fig 13). There are also free silicon surfaces as seen in Figure 14. New 

channels seem to form through the silicon grains as the reaction proceeds and 

they f i l l with product. 

Figure 12. TEM image of a partially nitrided silicon grain where silicon nitride 

seems to grow in layers in between which silicon has evaporated. 

500 nm 
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Figure 13. TEM image of a partially nitrided silicon grains where the silicon 

nitride product grows in locally dense areas. 2 urn 



3.4.4 Silicon nitride morphology 

Fig 7 shows that many different product morphologies can be formed within a 

small area of the silicon sample, which complicates the identification of reaction 

mechanisms. In this study, for example, grains on the surface of partially reacted 

silicon grains have often been identified as a silicon nitride. Other investigators 

have also seen this 1 2 . This, however, contradicts the mechanisms proposed by 

Jennings 3 who suggested that silicon nitride formed from solid silicon would be 

ß. It is also of interest to observe that almost no ß silicon nitride is formed in the 

a-sialon composition sample in run E, even though melting of additives to form 

sialon must have occurred, ß was, however, formed in very large amounts when 

the a-sialon composition sample was overheated in run G. Silicon samples run 

in the same run contained almost equal amounts of a and ß silicon nitride (see 

Fig 15). ß also formed to a larger extent in slow, controlled, nitriding of a-sialon 

compositions where more of the reaction occurred at higher temperatures. The 

observation by early investigators that ß forms more frequently at higher 

temperatures and at melting of silicon seems to apply. 

Figure 15. X-ray diffraction patterns of cross sections of silicon (dotted line) and 

sialon (full line) nitrided in run G, where a'=a-sialon, a=a-Si3N4, 

ß=ß-Si 3 N 4 and M=Y 2 Si 3 N 4 03. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

Silicon with additives for a-sialon formation can be nitrided with good control 

and in short times when nitriding in a hydrogen-containing gas mixture using 

the nitrogen demand method. In the a-sialon compositions the nitriding 

reaction starts less abruptly than for pure silicon because of the formation of yttria 

silicates, but then seems to proceed in a very similar manner. Two main 

reactions were seen. It is proposed that the first ceases due to the dispersion effect 

of the solid reaction products which decrease the impact of the exothermic heat 

produced by the nitridation reaction. The introduced additives act as a dispersant 

but also react during nitridation. a-sialon formed in considerable amounts as 

well as N-melilite. A liquid phase is necessary to form a-sialon and this was 

made possible at the lower process temperature by the temperature increase in 

the compact due to the exothermicity of silicon nitride formation. 

Microstructural investigation indicated that silicon transport from the silicon 

particles occurred mainly via a vapour phase since the silicon particles were seen 

to be perforated by channels as the reaction proceeded. It was also shown that 

yttrium and aluminum do not diffuse into these channels but that sialon is 

formed on the outside surface of the silicon particles. The continuous formation 

of new channels creates new free silicon surfaces from which silicon can 

evaporate. 
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S I N T E R E D S I A L O N COMPOSITIONS 

A. Ashkin & L. Frisk 

Dept. of Engineering Materials, Luleå University of Technology, 971 87 Luleå, 

Sweden. 

ABSTRACT 

Powder compositions for Y-a-sialon, Ca-a-sialon, Y-a/ß-sialon, Y-ß-sialon and 

silicon nitride with yttria and alumina as sintering additives, were prepared with 

silicon as a base. The samples were nitrided in one run and then all compositions 

but the calcia-sialon were post sintered in nitrogen in five different ways: 

sintering 2 h at 1800 °C at 0.2 MPa, sintering 2 h at 1850 °C at 0.15 MPa, pressure 

sintering 2 h at 1850°C (1 h at 0.15 MPa + 1 h at 1 MPa), sinter-HIPing (1.5 h at 1850 

°C at 2.5 MPa + 1 h at 1750 °C at 100 MPa) and HIPing 2 h at 1750 °C at 160 MPa 

(glass encapsulated with argon as pressure medium). The sintered materials were 

analysed by density measurements, XRD, SEM and EDX. The nitrided materials 

did not appear more diff icul t to densify than powder compacts, and 

homogeneous structures were obtained for fully reacted materials. Oxidation of 

AIN and penetration of SiO vapour caused reaction zones of ß silicon nitride and 

increased amounts of glass on the surfaces. This could, however, in part be 

avoided by mixing AIN into the protective powder beds when nitriding and 

sintering. Highest densities were generally achieved by HIPing but the chosen 

temperature did not result in complete reactions for the Y-a-sialon composition. 

Pressure sintering without encapsulation gave grains with high aspect ratios for 

both a and ß phases as well as high densities. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Post sintering of reaction bonded silicon nitride (RBSN) is considered a good 

alternative to sintering of silicon nitride powders for materials intended for 

structural applications. The nitridation process usually yields higher densities 

prior to sintering than can be achieved in a pressed powder compact, thus giving 

lower net shrinkage 1 - 3 and thereby better dimensional control. It has also been 

shown that finer microstructures are attainable when post sintering RBSN 4 , 

which results in higher strengths. To achieve high strengths, however, high 

densities are also required and the use of sintering additives becomes necessary, 

as in sintering of silicon nitride in general. These additives can either be mixed 

into the silicon powder before nitridation or infiltrated into the porous RBSN 

body after nitridation. For good homogenity the additives are generally 

incorporated into the silicon. 

Additives strongly influence the nitridation process. A common additive is yttria 

and it has been shown that the nitriding temperature can be lowered by its 

presence. It is considered that this is brought about by yttria reacting with silica on 

the surface of silicon grains to form silicates in the beginning of the reaction, 

thereby helping to free the silicon surfaces for reaction with nitrogen 5 A The 

reaction of nitrogen with silicon is strongly exothermic 7 and additives also act as 

dilutants, which keep the compact from overheating when the nitridation rate 

increases 8 . Other additives commonly used are alumina, mainly in combination 

with yttria, and additives forming different sialons. Some formation of liquid 

phase in these systems 5 ' 6 ' 9 has been reported and, depending on the composition 

of the liquid phase, different a / ß silicon nitride ratios are obtained 5 . This effect as 

well as other phases forming during nitridation, such as melilite, ß sialon and a-

sialon, could be expected to influence the post sintering. 

For high temperature applications it is important not to have excessive amounts 

of glass in the microstructure after sintering, which could result in reduced creep 

and oxidation resistance at high temperatures. For this reason different methods 

of pressure-assisted sintering, such as hot isostatic pressing 1 0 ' 1 1 and gas pressure 

sintering 1 2 - 1 4 , have been employed to minimize additive levels. It has been 

reported that fu l l densification of ß and a / ß sialon powder compositions can be 

achieved without using high pressures, by using extra additions of 4-6% yttria 

and sintering temperatures of ~1825°C 1 5 . On the other hand it has not been 

possible to densify pure Y-a-sialons fully without using high pressures. Normally 
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a-sialons are HIPed at 1750 °C 1 6 . Ca-a-sialons sinter more easily due to the lower 

viscosity liquid formed and therefore no extra additives are necessary. 

The purpose of this study was to assess the microstructure and phase 

composition resulting from different methods of post sintering nitrided sialon 

compositions, and to discuss how they compare to materials sintered from 

powders. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Five different compositions of silicon with additives were so chosen that after 

nitriding and post sintering they could be compared with materials prepared by 

sintering powders reported in other studies 1 5 ' 1 6 . The materials in this study were 

prepared by mixing commercial powders (listed in Table 1) according to the 

compositions in Table 2. Two of the compositions were selected to form Y-

sialons wi th compositions corresponding to the formula Y x (Si i2-4x /Al4 .5 X ) 

(Oi.5x,Ni6-i.5x)- With x=0.2 a 50/50 a / ß sialon and with x=0.4 a pure a-sialon are 

predicted to form after post sintering. In a similar manner an Y-ß sialon 

composition, S 1 4 A I 2 O 2 N 6 , and a Ca-a-sialon, Ca0.7Si9.9Al2.1O0.7N15.3, were 

prepared. 2 and 4 wt% extra yttria were added to the a / ß and ß sialon 

compositions respectively to increase the sinterability. For comparison a set of 

samples with 5 wt% yttria and 2 wt% alumina were prepared. The powders were 

roller milled in batches of 300g for 18h in isopropanol, dried and then sieved to 

100 urn. Compacts were prepared by uniaxial pressing to the shape of small discs 

(0= 29mm, h=8mm) and then CIPing at 150 MPa to achieve good packing. The 

discs were nitrided with a heating schedule of 0.04°C/min up to 1450°C, using the 

nitrogen demand method with AP/At=10 mbar/30 min 1 7 . The total weight of 

samples in the nitriding run was 417 g whereof 301 g was silicon. Each 

composition was nitrided in a separate crucible, in the same run, surrounded by a 

powder-bed of silicon nitride with 5 wt% silicon. 

Table 1 Powders used for sample preparation 

S i Sicomill 4D, KemaNord, D50=5um 
A I N H.C.Starck grade C , Dso=1.3um 
Y2O3 H.C. Starck, Grade C , D50<0.5um 
AI2O3 A16SGD 
CaO TT Baker Reagent  
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Table 2. Sample compositions. 

Compositions (wt%) Constituent powders (g) 

Si AIN Y^Ch A b C h CaO 
Y - a , x=0.4 211.99 54.59 33.42 -
Y - a / ß , x=0.2 + 2% Y2O3 244.18 28.89 26.93 -
Y-ß, z=2 + 4% Y2O3 153.61 37.36 16.09 92.94 -
5% Y2O3 + 2% AI2O3 266.59 - 23.86 9.55 -
Ca-a.x=0.7 206.79 64.01 - - 29.20 

A comparison run was made for the Y-a composition using two different powder 

beds. One crucible was prepared as above while in the other the samples were 

surrounded by a layer of the same sialon composition as in the samples but 

using silicon nitride as a base. Two silicon nitride samples were added to each 

crucible for comparison. The same heating cycle as above was used. 

Nitrided samples with the compositions in Table 2 were sintered in nitrogen 

(except when HIPing) in five different ways according to Table 3. 

Table 3. Post sintering cycles. 

Tvpe TemperatureC°0 Time (mini Pressure (MPa) Notes 
Sintering 1800 120 0.20 BN powderbed 

Sintering 1850 120 0.15 S13N4 powderbed 

H I P 1750 120 160 glass encapsulation / 
argon gas 

Sinter-HIP 1850 90 2.5 Si3N4 powderbed 
1750 60 100 

Pressure- 1850 60 0.15 S13N4 powderbed 
sinterine 1850 60 1 

Densities were measured for nitrided and sintered samples by the water 

immersion technique and the most dense sintered samples were ground and 

polished for microscopy. Cross sections were investigated by scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) using the backscatter electron mode. Since heavier elements 

scatter more electrons, phases can be distinguished by contrast differences. Energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) line analysis was performed on surface zones 

after nitriding and post sintering. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were 

performed on diamond cut surfaces. 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Nitriding 

After nitridation the samples of different compositions had gained 95-97% of the 

expected weight due to the reaction of nitrogen gas with silicon. The lowest 

weight gains occurred in the composition for silicon nitride with yttria+alumina 

additives, while the highest gains were measured in sialon compositions 

containing Y-a-sialon. The calcia containing samples cracked severely during 

nitridation and could not be used for sintering experiments. 

X-ray diffraction analyses revealed that mainly a and ß silicon nitride formed 

during nitridation of the Y-a-sialon composition, with an a / ß ratio of ~ 2. Some 

a-sialon formation was suggested by assymetry of some of the silicon nitride 

peaks but was limited in these samples. It has been shown previously 8 , however, 

that a-sialon can be formed in large amounts during nitridation if other control 

parameters are used. The yttria in the mixture formed a considerable amount of 

N-melilite (Y2Si3N403) during nitriding and some AIN remained unreacted. The 

Y-a/ß-sialon had a similar phase composition with an a / ß ratio of approximately 

1 and a smaller amount of N-melilite; other yttria-rich phases such as Y3Si3C>6N3 

also formed. In the ß-sialon composition, mainly ß-sialon with a low z-value and 

ß silicon nitride formed and the a / ß ratio was as low as =0.06. Other phases 

detected were YAG ( A I 5 Y 3 O 1 2 ) , unreacted alumina and aluminum nitride and 

possibly a small amount of polytype 15R ( S 1 A I 4 O 2 N 4 ) . The silicon nitride 

composition wi th yttria and alumina additives contained mostly ß silicon 

nitride, the a / ß ratio being =0.08. Another phase observed was a very small 

amount of Y s N ( S i 0 4 ) 3 . The Ca-a-sialon exhibited considerable a-sialon 

formation (a'/oc=2) and no ß (see Fig 1). Small amounts of secondary phases and 

unreacted AIN were detected. 

In the above nitriding run the surfaces of all the samples were richer in a and 

contained slightly different secondary phases than the interior. Moreover, a 

decrease in AIN content at the surface occurred during nitridation when A I N 

was not included in the powder bed around the samples. The XRD curves in Fig 2 

show the difference between samples nitrided in a powder-bed of silicon/silicon 

nitride and a powder-bed with a sialon mixture closest to the sample. The 

observable amounts of AIN and N-melilite on the surface decreased and the 

amount of ß formed increases dramatically when the former bed was used. 
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of a cross section of a sample of Ca-a-sialon 

composition after nitridation, where a'=a-sialon and a=oc silicon 
nitride. 
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction curves of surfaces of the same composition 
nitrided in a powder bed of Si + 5 wt% Si3N4 (full line) and a 
powder-bed with a sialon composition closest to the sampe (dotted 
line), where a'=a-sialon, a=a-Si3N4, ß=ß-Si3N4 and M=Y2Si3N4C>3. 
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3.2 Post sintering 

A l l samples, except the calcia composition, were sintered according to Table 3. 

Samples sintered at 1800°C for 2 h in a BN powder bed exhibited significant 

weight losses 3.1-5.2%. This loss was explained when the surface of the samples 

was investigated. A thin skin had formed that fell off during handling (not ß 

sialon composition). In the other runs silicon nitride was used as a powder bed 

and in those small weight gains were observed, up to 1% in samples sintered and 

pressure sintered at 1850°C. Sinter-HIPed samples showed larger weight gains up 

to 2.7%. 

Table 4 shows the results of density measurements by water immersion. 

Microscopy showed that all samples had some residual porosity. In the densest 

samples the residual porosity was in the form of few isolated pores. To allow 

comparison between the different sintering cycles the densest sample in each 

composition series is set to 1 (100% of the theoretical density). Highest densities 

were achieved in densification by HIP with the exception of the ß composition. 

The sintering results were encouraging since high densities were achieved 

generally for sintering at 1850°C. 

Table 4. Bulk densities in g/cm 3- The figures in parentheses are densities 
relative to the densest sample of each composition. 

Comp Nitriding 

1800°C 

Sintering 

1850 °C 

HIP 

1750°C 

Sinter HIP 

1850/1750°C 

Pressure 
sintering 
1850°C 

a 2.408 2.933 3.208 3.270 3.249 3.248 
(0.897) (0.981) (1) (0.994) (0.993) 

a/ß 2.439 3.010 3.236 3.247 3.208 3.233 
(0.927) (0.997) (1) (0.988) (0.996) 

ß 2.346 3.190 3.126 3.156 3.082 3.180 

(1) (0.980) (0.989) (0.966) (0.997) 

Y + A l 2.412 2.928 3.219 3.239 3.235 3.217 
(0.9041 (0.9941 0) (0.9991 (0.9931 

The surface phase composition of the samples after different sintering treatments 

was measured by X-ray diffraction and compared to the phase composition of 

cross sections. Mainly ß silicon nitride was found on the surfaces regardless of the 

composition, while the cross sections showed a composition closer to the 

expected. For the Y-a-sialon composition, only sintering in the BN powder bed 
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resulted in large amounts of a-sialon on the surface. The cross sections of this 

composition and the a / ß composition generally exhibited too high ß silicon 

nitride contents after sintering (see Fig 3) especially at higher temperatures/ 

pressures. Analyses by SEM, however, revealed that the centers of the compacts 

had the expected composition in samples sintered at 1850°C, while there were 

reaction zones at the surfaces in the range of 200-700um in all compositions. 

Figure 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of cross sections of HIPed a) Y-a-sialon and 

b) Y-a/ß-sialon, where a'=a-sialon, ß=ß-Si3N4 and M=Y2Si3N4Ü3. 

The interior of Y-a-sialon samples HIPed at 1750°C consisted of a-sialon wi th 

some ß silicon nitride with a homogeneous grain size and a glassy phase (see Fig 

4a). Samples sintered at the higher temperature, 1850°C, contained only small 

amounts of ß silicon nitride (see fig 4b-d). The main microstructural differences 

between the sintering runs are found in porosity, homogeneity, grain size and 

aspect ratio. Porosity was low in all the runs except for the pressureless sintering. 

The HIPed samples had the highest density; however, the other pressure sintered 

samples also exhibited close to ful l density. Moreover, the HIPed samples had not 

reacted ful ly to a-sialon, which can be seen in Fig 5. At low magnification an 

island-like structure can be seen, where the light-gray a-sialon is surrounded by 

dark-gray unreacted silicon nitride. Small clusters of Al-rich grains can also be 

seen. This type of structure has been noted before, when AIN of a large grain-size 
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was used 1 8 . At the higher sintering temperature no trace of such "islands" could 

be seen and the interior of the samples was very homogeneous. The grain size in 

the HIPed sample was smaller than found for the other runs in this 

investigation, but also smaller than in a-sialon HIPed from silicon nitride 

powders (Starck LCI) 1 6 . The sinter-HIPed sample had the largest grain size and 

also the largest aspect ratio. Unusually elongated grains were found in this 

sample (see Fig 4c). The grains also tended to be elongated in the pressure 

sintered sample; however, this did not occur to the same extent and the grain size 

was closer to the grain size of the HIPed sample. 

c) d) 

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of the Y-a-sialon composition sintered in 4 
different ways a) HIPed b) Sintered at 1850 °C c) sinter-HIPed 

d) Pressure sintered, where SN=Si3N4, a'=a-sialon, P=pore and 

white is glass. • 1 3 urn 
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Figure 5. SEM micrograph of a HIPed Y-a-sialon sample. lOOum 

For the a / ß sialon composition the grain size and aspect ratio varied very little 

with sintering method. The grains were generally smaller than for the HIPed a-

sialon composition above (see fig 6) and the aspect ratios were larger due to the 

presence of ß silicon nitride. The a-sialon and ß silicon nitride grains were mixed 

in the structure but "islands" of somewhat larger a-sialon grains also occurred. 

These "islands" were at least of an order of magnitude smaller than the "islands-

seen in the HIPed a-sialon composition and appeared in all the sintering cycles of 

the a / ß sialon composition. Except for these "islands" the grain size was very 

homogeneous in the a / ß sialon composition. 

Figure 6. SEM micrograph of an Y-a/ß-sialon composititon sintered at 1850 
°C, where SN=Si 3N 4 / a'=a-sialon and white is glass. 3 u . m 
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The ß-sialon composition had highest density when pressureless sintered at the 

lower temperature 1800°C. The grain size and aspect ratio was similar to the 

sinter HIPed a-sialon (compare Fig 7 to Fig 4c). The microstructure was 

homogeneous but some rather large grains had formed. The aspect ratio was 

larger than in the earlier compositions, except for the sinter-HIPed a-sialon. ß-

sialon sintered at 1850 °C at atmospheric pressure is shown in Fig 8a and 

compared to some other structures. Sintering at the higher temperature resulted 

in a larger grain size, comparable to the grain size of the sinter-HIPed a-sialon in 

Fig 8c. The only other sintering method to give almost dense samples for this 

composition was pressure sintering. Pressure sintering resulted in the 

microstructure seen in Fig 8b. The observed large grains were characteristic for all 

the sintering cycles of this composition. A similar formation of large grains was 

observed in the silicon nitride composition with yttria and alumina additives. 

Otherwise the microstructure of the silicon nitride was generally finer (Fig 8d) 

with a grain size similar to that found in the a / ß sialon composition. The silicon 

nitride densified best at high pressures and a considerable amount of porosity was 

found in the samples sintered at 1850 °C at atmospheric pressure. Sinter-HIPing 

gave a larger grain size and aspect ratio than sintering at atmospheric pressure. 

Figure 7. SEM micrograph of ß-sialon sintered at 1800 °C in a BN powder bed, 

where ß'=ß sialon 2 urn 
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Figure 8. SEM microstructures showning a) ß sialon sintered at 1850 °C at 

atmospheric pressure b) pressure sintered ß sialon c) sinter-HIPed 

a-sialon d) sinter-HIPed silicon nitride, where ß=ß S13N4 and ß'=ß 
sialon. — — — iq ^ m 

3.3 Reaction zones 

The surface reaction zones mentioned earlier varied in depth with composition 

and sintering process. Figure 9 shows some of the differences. The differences are 

more apparent in the a-sialon composition because ß silicon nitride forms in the 

zones, giving a clear contrast when using the backscattered electron mode in the 
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SEM. A variation in amount of yttria-rich glassy phase between the surface and 

interior was also seen. 

Comparing the HIPed (1750°C) and sintered (1850°C) samples of the a-sialon 

composition in f ig 9a and b, it is seen that the reaction zone is considerably 

smaller in the latter (HIP =650um /Sintering=400um). EDX line scans of the A l , Si 

and Y content, displayed under the microstructural photographs, nevertheless, 

shows that the general trend of these two sintering runs is very similar. Moving 

from the surface into the sample the A l content can be seen to increase, while 

silicon decreases. The extent of this zone of almoast linear compositional 

gradient was similar for all methods of post sintering for this composition. The 

stable compositional level seen further into the samples corresponded to the 

compositions at the center of the same samples. It is to be noted that EDX analysis 

of nitrided a-sialon showed no decrease in A l or Y on the surface. The gradients 

are more marked in the HIPed sample. Sinter-HIPing and pressure sintering of 

the a-sialon led to composition gradients somewhere between the above two 

samples, but sinter HIPing gave a larger reaction zone than HIPing in 

microstructural terms. 

The phase configuration in the surface zone in the HIPed a-sialon can be 

described as follows: Closest to the surface was a skin of fine-grained ß silicon 

nitride with low amounts of glass. With increasing depth the proportion of glass 

increased and Y-rich islands appeared as well as large elongated Al-rich low Si 

grains. This structure finally gave way to fine-grained a-sialon wi th small 

amounts of ß. 

The above can be compared to the ß sialon composition, sintered at 1800°C in BN 

and sintered at 1850°C in SißN^ seen in Figs 9c and d. The lower temperature 

sintering gave a slightly higher level of A l at the surface, while at the higher 

temperature the surface became depleted in A l and the same type of Al-rich 

grains formed further into the reaction zone as were seen in the HIPed a-sialon. 

In the BN powder bed no obvious increase of Si occurred at the surface, as was 

the case in the sample sintered in S13N4. 

The surface zones in the ß sialon composition samples were significantly thinner 

than the ones in the a-sialon composition. The narrowest zones, however, were 

found in the silicon nitride composition with small amounts of additives. 

Higher amounts of glass were seen on most of the surfaces regardless of the 

composition. 
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a) SEM and EDX analyses of surface zones of glass encapsulated 

HIPed (1750 °C) a-sialon. 
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Figure 9. b) SEM and EDX analyses of surface zones of a-sialon sintered at 1850 
°C at atmospheric pressure in a Si3N4 powder bed. 
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Figure 9. c) SEM and EDX analyses of surface zones of ß sialon sintered at 1800 
°C at atmospheric pressure in a BN powder bed. 
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Figure 9. d) SEM and EDX analyses of surface zones of ß sialon sintered at 1850 
°C at atmopspheric pressure in a Si3N4 powder bed. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

4.1 Nitridation 

In the compositions mixed for sialon formation in post sintering, the sialons 

started to form already in the nitriding step. This was especially clear in the Ca-a 

and ß sialon compositions in this investigation, but the effect was also evident in 

the Y-a-sialon, as has been shown earlier 8 . For this to occur the reactants have to 

be able to dissolve into a liquid in order to reprecipitate as sialon 15,19, i n 

compositions containing calcia or alumina, a reasonably low viscosity liquid is 

formed, allowing this. To form similar amounts of Y-a-sialon, higher 

temperatures have to be reached. This can be achieved by allowing more heat to 

be produced during the nitridation, i.e. by letting the reaction occur faster and 

thereby increasing the effect of the exothermic heat of the reaction. In the Ca-a 

sialon, reactions caused significant volume changes within the sample, leading to 

cracking and making the samples impossible to use for post sintering 

experiments. 

In both the ß sialon and silicon nitride compositions very little a silicon nitride 

formed in the nitridation process. This has also been reported by other 

investigators 9 and has been suggested to be due to the liquid formed in the 

system during nitridation. In the Y-a-sialon and Y - a / ß sialon composition, 

however, similar amounts of a and ß silicon nitride were formed. This implies 

that it is not only the presence of liquid that influences the formation of ß silicon 

nitride but also that the composition is very important. It is likely that once a 

certain phase starts forming in significant quantities it provides nucleation sites 

for further formation of the same phase. The nitride formation temperature has 

also been shown to be of great importance 2 0 , 2 i / high nitriding temperatures 

favouring the formation of ß and lower temperatures favouring a. For the 

silicon nitride with only yttria and small alumina additions it seems likely that 

the liquid would form at a higher temperature and therefore give rise to more ß 

formation. In calcia containing sialon the liquid forms at a considerably lower 

temperature but reprecipitates a-sialon in large amounts and would therefore 

continue to form a. The ß-sialon composition would similarily precipitate ß 

sialon and silicon nitride. The Y-a composition forms a liquid at a higher 

temperature and probably therefore yielded more ß as would the a / ß 

composition which has less yttria added. Naturally, other factors also have an 

influence, such as the true temperature actually achieved in the compact due to 

the exothermic heat generation. It has been shown earlier that almost complete 
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a-sialon formation can be obtained during nitriding by choosing parameters that 

give a fast reaction 8 . It was also shown in an earlier investigation that a-sialon 

forms preferentially over ß silicon nitride at temperatures up to 1580°C in a 

composition mixed for a-sialon formation 2 2 

4.2 Post sintering 

Post sintering of the nitrided materials resulted in close to complete densification 

and homogeneous microstructures for most compositions sintered at 1850 °C. 

This was so despite the fact that some of the materials as well as normally being 

difficult to densify even from powders, had partially transformed to sialons/ß 

Si3N4 in the nitriding step. Sialon formation might be expected to lead to less 

liquid available for densification in the post sintering step; however, the sialon 

most probably redissolves during sintering since it is not in equilibrium at the 

higher temperature used in sintering. It has been reported by other investigators 

that this type of redissolution takes place during regular sintering processes of 

silicon nitride powder-based sialons 2 3 . In the ß sialon and silicon nitride 

compositions most of the silicon nitride formed in nitriding is ß. Dressler et al 2 4  

has suggested that using ß silicon nitride powders in sintering should lead to 

lower grain aspect ratios in the final material than when using a silicon nitride. 

In this investigation, however, it was shown that ß sialons developed grains with 

high aspect ratios in all sintering runs. The ß silicon nitride composition also 

exhibited elongated grains, though with somewhat smaller aspect ratios than the 

sialon. This difference could be attributed to the amount and composition of 

l iquid in the system, which could also be important in explaining the 

inhomogeneities in the microstructure observed in the a / ß sialon composition. 

In general the phase composition of the nitrided starting material seems to have 

had no major influence on the sintered structure, presumably because 

dissolution and reprecipitation takes place while sintering; however for the a / ß 

sialon composition this seems less certain. 

The amount of liquid phase in the system has a major influence on the grain 

morphology. Low amounts of liquid resulted in sub-micron sized grains even at 

high temperatures, which is illustrated by comparing the ß silicon nitride and the 

ß sialon in fig 8b and d. Moreover, the temperature is specially important when 

large amounts of liquid are used, which is shown by the fact that materials HIPed 

at 1750 °C generally had fine grain sizes. Sinter-HIPing of the a-sialon 
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composition on the other hand gave relatively coarse grains, since the 

combination of pressure, high temperature and the presence of large amounts of 

liquid increases the diffusion rate. Sinter-HIPing also led to unusually large grain 

aspect ratios in the a-sialon composition. The enhancement of grain elongation 

by pressure has been exploited in so called self-reinforced materials 25-27 Usually 

this self-reinforcement in ß silicon nitride materials occurs as large grains of high 

aspect ratio mixed with small grains i.e. a bimodal grain size. This can also be 

achieved by changing the liquid chemistry 2 6 . In the ß sialon composition studied 

here this type of structure was achieved in all the different sintering runs, an 

observation consistent with those of other researchers for similar compositions 
2 5 . I t has been suggested that liquid formed locally at the beginning of the 

sintering cycle could give some ß grains a growth advantage. Mitomo 2 5 on the 

other hand suggests it is due to ß forming at a later stage from a more saturated 

glass. The importance of glass saturation has also been pointed out by Pyzik et al 
2 6 . It should be pointed out that elongated grains alone are not a sufficient 

condition to give an increase in fracture toughness. Thus, when the ß sialon 

material produced here was subjected to indentation testing the cracks passed 

undeflected through the ß sialon grains. It is possible that the chemistry of the 

liquid in the compositions investigated here could be adjusted to achieve 

intergranular fracture and crack deflection. 

In general the materials in this investigation attained highest densities when 

HIPing was used, ß sialon is an exception to this due to the lower viscosity liquid 

that forms in this composition. HIPing of the a-sialon composition at 1750°C was 

also not very successful; the temperature did not seem high enough to achieve 

complete transformation to a-sialon. Pressure sintering at 1 MPa and 1850°C on 

the other hand gave complete transformation and yielded very similar 

microstructures to those found for sinter HIPing. Similar and sometimes higher 

densities were also achieved. One explanation for the lower densities when sinter 

HIPing is that some gas might have become trapped in the compacts due to the 

high pressure used at the beginning of the cycle. This higher pressure was 

necessary to keep the furnace bottom from overheating. 
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4.3 Reaction zones 

The lower AIN content at the surface as detected by XRD in combination with the 

fact that no aluminium gradient was observed at the surface of the nitrided 

compact by EDX, suggests that AIN close to the surface is oxidized to aluminum 

oxide during nitridation. Surface oxidation during nitridation has been suggested 

to occur also in pure silicon 2 8 . The oxidation of AIN in this investigation was, 

however, shown to be largely avoidable by nitriding in a powder bed containing 

AIN. Other investigators have shown similar benefits of tailored powder beds 
29,30_ 

In post sintering of these materials in a silicon nitride powder bed further 

oxidation was observed by weight gains. The increased oxidation by SiO from the 

powder bed and the alumina formed during nitridation resulted in the increased 

amount of glassy phase and formation of ß silicon nitride instead of a-sialon 

observed by SEM at the surface of the sintered compacts after post sintering. The 

high sintering temperature also allowed diffusion in the glass and resulted in the 

silicon, aluminum and yttrium gradients observed by EDX. The largest weight 

gain and reaction zone was observed in the sinter-HIPed sample of a-sialon 

composition. During HIPing, silicon and oxygen from the encapsulation glass can 

also diffuse into the compact, while direct penetration by bulk glass into the 

compacts is very limited. The effects of diffusion are enhanced by pressure which 

could explain the wider reaction zones in the HIPed and sinter HIPed samples. 

Higher amounts of AIN also result in wider reaction zones. 

In the ß sialon composition sintered at 1800°C in a powder bed of BN, only small 

changes in terms of the elements analysed in this investigation were observed, 

while when using a silicon nitride powder bed at the higher sintering 

temperature (1850°C) a more pronounced effect was noticed. A BN powder bed 

might from this stand point seem more efficient, but it resulted in considerable 

weight losses and was only efficient for the ß sialon composition which densified 

at that temperature. It should be noted that reaction zones are not unusual in 

sintering. Larger reaction zones than found in this investigation have been 

reported to form when gas-pressure sintering powders 3 0 . 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

Close to fully dense materials have been produced by applying different sintering 

techniques to nitrided sialon compositions. Pressure sintering at 1 MPa at 1850°C 

for 2h gives a fine, homogeneous microstructure with high grain aspect ratios for 

most of the materials studied. Pressure sintering would therfore be a suitable 

second stage of a two step sintering process, in which the samples would not 

have to undergo intermediate cooling. The chemistry of the glass phase needs to 

be adjusted to possibly encourage intergranular cracking and to increase the grain 

size. Microstructures resulting from the post sintering of nitrided materials are 

comparable to those in materials produced from silicon nitride powders, but 

often have finer grain size. Surface oxidation of AIN during nitridation was 

observed, but this problem was possible to reduce by adding AIN to the protective 

powder-bed. Reaction zones due to sintering in a silicon nitride powder bed 

would, however, still remain. 
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